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Abstract
Utilization Risk Assessment and Thermal Conductivity Testing for
the Low Temperature Geothermal Play Fairway Analysis for the
Appalachian Basin
Kelydra Welcker

In order to alleviate the large carbon footprint of fossil fuel technology, renewable energy
has begun to gain momentum with consumers and industries alike. Geothermal energy has the
benefit of providing a reliable energy source with only 5% of the carbon dioxide emissions of
fossil fuels, as well as provide a means of carbon sequestration. The application for this energy
source is highly dependent on several factors, including reservoir characteristics, temperature,
and regional demand. High temperature systems (>150 °C) are best suited for electricity
production, while low and medium temperature reservoirs (<90 °C and 90-150 °C, respectively)
may be better suited for direct use applications, such as manufacturing purposes or district
heating and cooling for commercial and residential areas.
Enhanced, or engineered, geothermal systems (EGS) may provide a means to take advantage
of geothermal reservoirs with lower available temperatures. To determine the efficacy of EGS
technology in eastern United States, a play fairway analysis was performed on the Appalachian
basin. Risk factors examined include thermal resource quality, natural reservoir quality, induced
seismicity, and utilization opportunities, which is a focus of this work. Levelized cost of heat, or
LCOH, was used to provide a comparison of factors, such as combination of capital costs,
operation and maintenance costs, and performance and fuel costs. To determine LCOH,
commercial, residential, and infrastructure data were collected from the US Census and fed into
GEOPHIRES, a program that uses surface piping, heat exchange equipment (residential and/or
commercial), operations, upfront capital cost, and maintenance costs over the lifetime of a 30year project. The impact of industrial demand on LCOH, such as process heating and cooling
and HVAC, for dairy, wood drying, and paper mills were also examined.
Heat flow estimates are equally important in the selection of potential geothermal sites.
Estimation of the temperature-at-depth uses heat flow, which is dependent on factors including
geothermal gradient and thermal conductivities. Thermal conductivity is a function of depth and
position, and for some models is calculated as a weighted average based on thicknesses of
lithographic layers. Obtaining actual thermal conductivities can be challenging, and often require
the use of databases to predict the geographic variation. For this project, thermal conductivities
from Marion County well #244 rock cuttings were found using a portable electronic divided bar
(PEDB) system and were compared to COSUNA estimates to assess the current model method.
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1. Geothermal Introduction
1.1 Background
As energy consumption for the United States is projected to increase, new sources of
energy are in high demand [1]. Projected estimated fuel prices can be difficult to model due to
multiple factors, including drilling costs, finite resource availability, and demand, both
domestic and global [1,2]. According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA) in
2013, the global energy consumption is expected to increase 56%, with fossil fuels continuing
to dominate the market at 80% by 2040 (Figure 1) [3,4].

Figure 1. Projected world consumption by fuel (quadrillion BTU/yr) [4]
In addition to the production of pollution and the risk of fuel shortages, governmental
legislation is forcing businesses to face the daunting task of improving efficiencies of current
technology, or find alternative fuels. The Paris climate conference in December of 2015 had
representatives from 195 countries discuss and adopted the legally binding global climate deal.
In this plan, each country would do its part to limit global warming to below 2°C by 2020. [5]
1

Countries and governments are considering taxing industries in order to meet these restrictions.
This gives businesses a narrow window of time to adapt current methodologies to meet these
criteria.
As of now, modern gas-fired combined cycle thermal power plants can reach efficiencies of
60%, meaning 60% of the heat energy created by fuel combustion is converted to electricity and
the remainder is lost, often referred to as “wasted” heat [5,6]. Combined heat and power (CHP),
or cogeneration, plants can obtain efficiencies up to 60 to 90% by taking advantage of this
“wasted” heat for space heating or some industrial processes [6,7]. Fossil fuels are a high energy
source and are capable of generating temperatures well above 2000 °C, depending on fuel-air
composition, combustor design, and other factors [8]. The work-producing potential, or exergy,
of fossil fuels meet the extreme energy demands of systems like gas turbines, which are designed
for high efficient energy conversion. The downgrading of such a high heat generating process for
low-temperature needs, such as space and water heating, results in a further loss of exergy. A
reevaluation of current technology by matching the thermal needs of processes would greatly
reduce long term economic and environmental costs.

1.2 Geothermal Energy
Renewable energy sources may provide the solution to these global challenges. As seen in
Figure 1, renewable energy, such as geothermal and solar power, is estimated to increase at a rate
of 2.5% per year [3,4]. When compared to fossil fuel plants, geothermal systems produce only
5% of the carbon dioxide emissions and have been shown by archeological studies to have been
used as early as 10,000 years ago by Paleo-Indians for warmth, cleansing, and minerals
[9,10,11]. The first commercial geothermal power plant producing power to the U.S. utility grid
was constructed in the 1960’s at The Geysers in California. Producing 11 MWe of net power, it
2

was a pioneering method in a previously untapped field [10]. In 2010, the United States has
increased its installed geothermal capacity to 3.4 GWe, approximately 29% of the worldwide
online installed geothermal power capacity (11.4 GWe) [12]. During this time, 24 countries have
been producing electricity from geothermal resources (Figure 2). Iceland is perhaps one of the
most notable countries taking advantage of geothermal energy, specifically for direct use
applications. Approximately 95% of the buildings are heated using geothermal energy [12].

Global Total:
11.4 GWe

Figure 2. Breakdown of 2010 global geothermal energy production by country. [11,12]

Expansion of geothermal applications has proved to be challenging. Drilling is an expensive
factor, resulting in high installation costs which tend to discourage potential users. Identifying
the features of the geothermal reservoir can difficult to obtain, and since it is these properties that
will govern the future function, being able to accurately model the reservoir is key. Geothermal
energy can be classified in different ways, including reservoir characteristics and temperature,
which include hydrothermal systems, conductive systems and deep aquafers [7,10,11].
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Hydrothermal systems are often defined as containing liquid and vapor, while conductive
systems are usually just hot rock and magma, and deep aquifers are often found at depths greater
than 3 kilometers, contain circulating fluids in porous media [11]. In addition, temperature of the
potential geothermal system can be split into low (<90 °C), medium (90-150 °C), and high (>150
°C) temperature sources [15,16,17]. High temperature geothermal locations are frequently used
for electricity production, while low temperature locations are more often utilized for direct-use
applications, ranging from district heating, best illustrated in Iceland and France, to greenhouse
and aquaculture or even major industrial applications, like food processing or wood drying
[8,10,12,13,15]
Heat pumps, or ground source heat pumps (GSHP), are systems that take advantage of the
moderate temperatures in the ground to heat and cool a home or business throughout the year.
Direct use geothermal systems recover more energy from the extracted fluid than the straight
conversion of heat to electricity, with direct use converting 90% versus hydrothermal systems
converting 10% of its resources to electricity [18,19]. A Lindal diagram of the required
temperatures show that low geothermal systems would provide adequate source of heat for a
large portion of the applications in residential, commercial and some industrial operations [19].

4

Figure 3. Lindal diagram illustrating the temperature requirements for potential industrial
applications of direct thermal use of geothermal energy [19].
Fox et al (2011) determined that nearly one third of the United States energy consumption is
based on processes that operate at temperatures below 260 °C. Of that thermal demand, the
residential sector makes up the majority of consumption at 55%, which the remaining portion is
due to the industrial (24%) and commercial (21%) sectors. Space and water heating alone
accounts for 38% of the thermal energy consumption in the residential and commercial sectors
[9, 19].
Current geothermal power generation has taken advantage of high temperature hydrothermal
reservoirs, and has been limited to specific sites in the western United States. In these areas with
hydrothermal reservoir temperatures above 180°C, flash steam plants make up two-thirds of
geothermal installed capacity [8, 20]. At these high temperatures, liquid is boiled by sudden
pressure drop, and the resulting steam sent to a turbine to generate electricity, with remaining hot
water further flashed at progressively lower pressures and temperatures, to obtain more steam.
5

For potential sites without available water in the reservoir, heat can be still be extracted by the
formation of a subsurface fracture system, increasing the permeability of the rock, in which
water can be injected. This is referred to as enhanced, or engineered, geothermal systems (EGS)
[8,12,20]. Water is heated by the surrounded rock and returned to the surface via production
wells and run through heat exchangers, similar to naturally occurring hydrothermal systems
(Figure 4).

Power Plant

Pump

Heat Exchanger

Depth: 3 - 10 km

Figure 4. Schematic of a geothermal power plant with one injection well (downward blue
arrow) and two production wells (upward gradient arrows).
The recovered geothermal heat can be used for direct-use processes like space and water
heating, or can be used to vaporize an organic fluid with a low boiling point to drive a turbine in
binary plants. Using an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) or a Kalina cycle, binary plants work well
for geothermal sources with temperatures as low as 73°C. These systems produce 11% of the
installed global generating capacity and represent 44% of the total number of geothermal plants
[21]. Improvements in heat exchangers are allowing for the use of lower temperature fluids,
permitting the extension of geothermal development into “traditionally non-geothermal
countries” such as Canada, Switzerland and the eastern United States. By implementing
6

enhanced geothermal system technology, energy can be harnessed from less favorable
geothermal sources, which may have been otherwise disregarded.

1.3 Rock thermal conductivity
The continued expansion of low temperature geothermal technology is dependent on knowing
where, in terms of geographical location as well as depth, the reservoir of interest is located.
Drilling costs alone account for 40 to 60% of the cost for setting up a geothermal system, with
total well costs often 2-5 times greater than oil and gas wells of comparable depth [13]. In low
thermal gradient regions, the cost for drilling to the necessary depth to reach required
temperatures can make the project unfeasible. Estimation of the temperature-at-depth uses heat
flow, which is dependent on factors including geothermal gradient and thermal conductivities
[19,20]. Thermal conductivity is a function of depth and position, and is calculated as a weighted
average based on thicknesses of lithographic layers. Obtaining actual thermal conductivities are
difficult, and often require the use of databases to predict the geographic variation.
In the instance of the Appalachian basin, temperature data is largely in the form of oil and gas
bottom-hole temperature (BHT) data. BHT is taken to be the maximum-recorded temperature
during a logging run, and has been used to model the local temperatures for wells in the
petroleum field [21]. The corrected temperature is calculated by assuming a certain temperature
gradient, and can be found between the bottomhole circulating temperature (BHCT) and the
bottomhole static temperature (BHST) [22]. However, due to the disturbances that occur during
the drilling and acquiring process, correction algorithms are necessary to accurately model the
well characteristics [23]. Using actual well data is advantageous in that it permits incorporation
of a more accurate estimate of sediment thickness at each well location and can utilize these
7

estimates of thickness in subsequent calculations, greatly increasing their accuracy. An average
thermal gradient (dT/dz) can be calculated for the location of each data point using the corrected
bottom hole temperature in °C (T BHT), vertical measurement depth in kilometers (z), and average
annual surface temperature of the region in °C (T s), as seen in Equation 1.1 [18].

𝑑𝑇

𝑇𝐵𝐻𝑇 −𝑇𝑆

𝑑𝑧

𝑧

( )=

𝑑𝑇

𝑄𝑆 = 𝑘 ( )
𝑑𝑧

(1.1)

(1.2)

That average thermal gradient is then use with an average thermal conductivity (k) to calculate
the surface heat flow at a given location (Qs), as seen in Equation 1.2 [18,23]. The average
thermal conductivity for individual well locations can be found by taking the weighted average
of the thermal conductivities based on the thicknesses of the underlying geological formations
based from AAPG Northern Appalachian COSUNA (Correlation of Stratigraphic Units of North
America) cross section [21]. Measured thermal conductivities from known geological
stratigraphic layers within the study site may be compared to currently BHT correction
algorithms, allowing for further improvement the modeling systems.

2. Features Influencing Geothermal Expansion
2.1 Current geothermal exploration
In order to determine the optimal location for a potential geothermal system, exploration into
the surface and subsurface characteristics must be performed, and is generally referred to as a
play fairway analysis. Utilized habitually by oil and gas companies, the purpose of a play
8

fairway analysis is to assign risk metrics that examine the favorability of potential sites to enable
practical allocation of exploration and development resources. Risk factors for consideration in a
geothermal instance are thermal resource quality, natural reservoir quality, induced seismicity,
and may include addition factors such as utilization opportunities [21,23]. Cornell and Southern
Methodist Universities collaborated on a project as part of the Google.org and NGDS projects
that examined 13,800 sites with detailed stratigraphy formations, obtained from the American
Association of Petroleum Geologist (AAPG) COSUNA charts, and assigned thermal
conductivity values [21,23,25]. As expected, several locations in the western United States
showed promising high heat flow behaviors conducive for the generation of electricity.
Unexpectedly, the work discovered several “warm spots” in the eastern United States
Appalachian basin region (Figure 5), with sites in West Virginia reaching temperatures of 150°C
at a depth of around 4.5 to 5 km [23,25].

Figure 5. Heat flow map showing areas geothermal hot spots across of the United States.
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The Appalachian Basin is considered a low temperature geothermal area and is best suited for
direct-use applications, such as district heating and cooling, food processing, and some industrial
processes [27]. Although direct-use of geothermal energy is limited to the immediate area, it can
reduce the electricity requirements for the surrounding region. The presence of such an energy
source along the east coast may provide an economic advantage, due to the high demand across
highly populated locations, such as New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Given that the
number of low-temperature geothermal resources far exceeds the availability of high-temperature
sources in the United States, a low-temperature geothermal play fairway analysis for the
Appalachian basin may prove to be the paradigm of future exploitation of this energy source
[28].

2.2 Identification of industrial users
Direct-use applications are not limited to residential or commercial applications. Many
industries are currently using petroleum-based fuels for either electricity production or directly as
fuel for heating purposes. Low temperature direct-use of geothermal energy has benefited
numerous industries, including aquaculture, green houses, and food processing such as
dehydration and dairy processing [7,8,15, 29]. According to Lund in 2010, 47.2% of thermal
energy usage was used for ground-source heat pumps, 25.8% for bathing and swimming, 14.9%
for space heating (of which 85% is for district heating), 5.5% for greenhouses and open ground
heating, 2.8% for industrial process heating, 2.7% for aquaculture pond and raceway heating,
0.4% for agricultural drying, and 0.5% for snow melting [15]. In the Appalachian basin area, the
more likely thermal energy users would be for ground source heat pumps, district heating
purposes, or industrial use given the climate and limited properties of the accessible geothermal
10

energy. District heating differs from space heating in that space heating system tend to require
one geothermal well per structure, while district heating involves the distribution of heat, either
in the form of hot water or steam, from a central location to individual houses or blocks of
buildings via a network of pipes [8,15]. This is an important factor to consider when calculating
the cost of converting or adding to an existing infrastructure to a geothermal system for a
utilization risk assessment for a geothermal study, not just for environmental heating purposes,
but replacing energy used for heating processes, such as wood drying and dairy processes, which
require a range of temperatures ideal for geothermal application. A well-known example of
space heating with low-to-moderate temperature geothermal energy can be found at Oregon
Institute of Technology in Klamath Falls, Oregon, where 12 buildings, making up 70,000 sq. m
of floor space, are heated via three wells with temperatures approximately 89 °C [15].
2.3 Factors Influencing Thermal Conductivity
According to Midttomme et al, three major factors that may influence thermal conductivity
include porosity, minerology, and texture. Texture is influenced by grain size and grain
distribution. As the number of fine grain contacts per unit path of heat flow increase, thermal
contact resistance increases, resulting in a decreasing the thermal conductivity [22]. Although
correlation between thermal conductivity and grain size may be observed, as seen in Figure 6,
relationships grain size and other factors that may influence thermal conductivity makes the true
effect of grain size alone on thermal conductivity difficult to determine.
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Figure 6. Diagram illustrating the primary and secondary effects of grain size on
thermal conductivity. [22]

Thermal conductivity can be measured using two different methods, half space line source or
an electronic divided bar method. The line source method works by examining the transient heat
flow experienced by a sample being constantly heated and under pressure. The increase in
temperature is measured from within the sample, and by examining the resulting heating curve,
the thermal conductivity of the sample is determined. [22,23] For the divided bar method, a
sample is placed between a heat source and a heat sink, and a steady state temperature gradient
across a rock sample is reached. [22-24] Advantages to the divided bar system include small
sample size requirements, and the ability to obtain unambiguous values of thermal conductivities
in a given direction, with the main time consuming step the sample preparation. Samples for the
divided bar method can take the form of a rock core sample between the size of 30 to 65 mm in
diameter and 10 to 30 mm in thickness, or in the form of rock cuttings. Since continuous coring
tends to be a rare event, rock cuttings are the more usual sample form thermal conductivity
analysis. [22,24] To determine whether the form of the sample influenced the resulting thermal
conductivity, Pribnow et al took readings from rock cores, then crushed them to generate rock
cuttings for the analysis.
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Pribnow et al considered two different approaches to this experiment. One method of
addressing the rock fragment-water mixture was by calculating the thermal conductivity using a
geometric mean, as seen in equation 2.1.
1−𝜙 𝜙
𝜆𝑊

𝜆𝐺 = 𝜆𝐹

(2.1)

In this model, 𝝺G is the measured value from the mixture, 𝝺F is the thermal conductivity of the
rock fragments, 𝝺W is the thermal conductivity of water (0.6 W/m-K), and 𝞍 is the volume
fraction of water in the mixture. [23]
In contrast, the layered model examines the heat flow behavior by differentiating between
parallel and perpendicular components in regards to thermal conductivity as well as setting the
thickness proportional to the volume fractions in the mixture, with the parallel component
resulting in the upper limit (𝝺U) and the perpendicular component the lower limit (𝝺L) of the
thermal conductivity. [23] Since neither of these two points provide a realistic description of the
observed thermal conductivity, a geometric mean of both values assumes a mixture of randomly
distributed, equal quantity of parallel and series arrangements for any value of 𝞍 (Equation 2.2).
0.5
𝜆𝑈∗𝐿 = 𝜆0.5
𝑈 𝜆𝐿

(2.2)
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Figure 7. Comparison of thermal conductivity measured on intact cores with fragment
determinations after the cores were crushed. Dashed line is one to one correspondence; solid
line is linear regression; (left) layered model (U*L); (right) geometric mean model (GEO). [23]

In Figure 7A, the regression line for layered model shows an overestimation, with the absolute
difference increasing slightly with increases in contrast 𝝺F/𝝺W. The authors propose this being a
result of potential overdetermination of the water fraction. In Figure 7B, the geometric mean
appears to provide a fair representation over the range of contrast 𝝺F/𝝺W, and the average thermal
conductivity values between cores and fragments considered to be equal (cores 3.09 +/- 0.56
W/m-K and fragments 3. 06 +/- 0.47 W/m-K). [23]
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3. Objectives
The drive toward energy sources with low to zero carbon dioxide emissions has promoted
innovative progression in the renewable energy field. This project aims to create a knowledge
base that may be applied in both the initial stages of subsurface modeling of low temperature
geothermal resource heat flow assessment, as well as later utilization stages for determining the
optimized sites for direct use applications.
For the utilization component of the play fairway analysis, levelized cost of heat (LCOH) is
used as a metric that provides a comparison of the combination of capital costs, operation and
maintenance costs, and performance and fuel costs [18,19,33]. The model used for the
Appalachian play fairway analysis was a system created by a team at Cornell University, in
which the LCOH for a given Census “place” was determined by incorporating given properties
for the model such as capital costs, lifespan for the system, and discount rates in GEOPHIRES
with an Excel spreadsheet with data collected from the United States Census for residential,
commercial, and infrastructure within a Census “place” [19,38]. One aspect of the model that
was not developed in the original model was the impact of manufacturing sites which may
benefit from the development of a geothermal system. Industries considered include dairy
processing, paper mills, wood/timber drying, universities and colleges, and military bases. This
diverse collection of manufacturing and professional sites allows for an evaluation of different
components that may be seen during future development. Dairy processing, paper mills, and
wood drying contains two main factors: process heating and floor space heating. [36,37] The
current existence or need for a district heating system infrastructure at military bases,
universities, and colleges could improve or discourage the implementation of a geothermal
system in local area. [28] In addition, this work supplemented a well-specific thermal
15

conductivity library by determine the thermal conductivities of rock cuttings collected from Well
#244 in Marion County, WV. Stratigraphic information can be found via the United States
Geological Survey geologic cross section D-D′, which examined the Appalachian basin from the
Findlay arch in northwestern Ohio to the Valley and Ridge province in eastern West Virginia
based on 13 deep drill holes. [29] Comparison of thermal conductivities collected from actual
rock cuttings and associating them to estimates used with bottom hole temperature modeling
systems for heat flow mapping analyses would provide an interesting discussion for
understanding the geological behavior in the Appalachian basin as well as its potential
geothermal exploration.

4. Experimental Design
4.1 Utilization Risk for Play Fairway Analysis
4.1.1 Description of Programs
This research utilized the MathWorks program MATLAB as the interface between
completed the Microsoft Excel file created in section 4.1.2 and the main source code program
GEOPHIRES (Geothermal Energy for Production of Electricity and Heat Economically
Simulated) designed by Koenraad Beckers [39]. Factors considered in the GEOPHIRES
program included surface piping, heat exchange equipment (residential and/or commercial),
operations, upfront capital cost, and maintenance costs over the lifetime of a 30-year project to
determine the Levelized Cost of Heat (LCOH) for each Census ‘place’. The GEOPHIRES
program can be customized to include subsurface conditions, such as fluid temperature, flow
rate, and drilling costs, and temperature gradients for Census places. This allowed drilling cost
to be a part of the LCOH calculation. The GEOPHIRES program used a fixed annual charge
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rate (FACR), allowing the user to specify several factors, including discount rates, to the
capital investment (I), adding the annual operation and maintenance cost (O&M), and dividing
by the annual production (Q) to determine the estimated cost of heat (COH) in $/MMBTU
(Equation 4.1) [19].

𝐶𝑂𝐻 =

𝐼∗𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑅+𝑂&𝑀

(4.1)

𝑄

As reported by Shaalan in 2001, “the average or ‘levelized’ annual carrying charges
including interest or return on the installed capital, depreciation or return of the capital, tax
expense, and insurance expense associated with the installation of a particular generating unit”
[40]. Unfortunately, one concern with the fixed annual charge rate methodology is that
changes in the plant lifetime are tied in with the assumed FACR value, causing plant and
equipment lifetime sensitivity analyses to be difficult to determine. As a result, a second
levelized cost of heat (LCOH) based on discounted cash-flow methodology was used outside
of the GEOPHIRES model (Equation 4.2) [19].

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐻 =

∑𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
(𝐼𝑡 +𝑂&𝑀𝑡 )⁄(1+𝑑)𝑡
𝑡=1
∑𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑄⁄(1+𝑑)𝑡
𝑡=1

(4.2)

In this new equation, It is the capital investment in year t, O&Mt is the total operation and
maintenance cost in year t, Q is the energy sold in year t, and d is the discount rate. Discount
rates for public utilities rather than investor-owned utilities were used in order to provide a
method of comparison between the two cost estimation. For the Play Fairway Analysis
utilization risk, 1% was added to the publicly owned value resulting in a FACR value of 6%.
According to Rushing et al. (2011) the U.S. Department of Commerce calculated an effective
discount rate of 3% in 2011 for Federal and Public energy projects. Therefore 1% was also
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added to this value, resulting in a discount rate of 4% applied to SLCOH [19,41].

4.1.2 Overview of Residential Levelized Cost of Heat Method
The West Virginia area of the Appalachian basin was added to the preexisting New York and
Pennsylvania statistics of the play fairway analysis by following the method developed by Reber
et al at Cornell University. This technique utilized data collected by the United States Census
Bureau, via the FactFinder website, and contains information at the ‘state’, ‘county’, ‘county
subdivision’, ‘economic place’, as well as ‘place’ level. A ‘place’ is defined as “settled
concentrations of population that are identifiable by name but are not legally incorporated”
which may include individual cities, towns, villages, boroughs, and other Census-Designated
Places (CDP’s) [42-50]. To maintain consistency with the New York and Pennsylvania values,
the 2010 Census data collection was selected for the West Virginia data, a total of 3,355 ‘places’
within the borders of all three states were initially considered. Figure 8 shows the census
‘places’, represented as small, jagged polygons within the Appalachian basin border, shown with
the double line.
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NY

PA

WV

Figure 8. Overlay of Appalachian Basin over the three states of interest (WV, PA, NY).

The ESRI program ArcGIS was used to link ‘place’ data to corresponding ‘county
subdivision’ and ‘county’ and ‘economic place’ data. To complete this task, shapefiles of the
places and respective Census data were put into ArcGIS, and by using a spatial join, the program
joined the attributes tables of the two files, matching the information for the ‘places’ to the
corresponding ‘county’ data. Finally, all sites were checked and any ‘places’ without a
successful join had data manually added. This process was repeated to relate places with
‘country subdivision’ and ‘economic place’. This allowed for a comparison of ‘place’ population
to country population for a more accurate representation of the population density.
Due to the quantity of the information collected, there were three main files: commercial data,
housing data, and road data. For the commercial data, EIA’s Commercial Buildings Energy
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Consumption Survey (CBECS) reported in 2006 was used to estimate the total floor space for
each industry type for each place. From these data the average number of establishments per
building by commerce type was determined [42-50].
For the commercial file, 2007 Economic Data was collected for twelve facets:
Accommodation, Food, & Other Services, Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services, Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation, Educational Services, Health
Care and Social Assistance, Information Geographic Area Series, Manufacturing, Other
Services, Professional Scientific and Technical Services, Real Estate and Rental and Leasing,
Retail Trade, and Wholesale Trade. From these files, the number of establishments and number
of employees were collected for each “economic place”. Unfortunately, the term “economic
place” did not equate to that of the census definition of “place.” The “economic place” can be
related to the census classification of “county subdivision.” Following with methodology of
Reber et al, in the instance where a single “county subdivision” (i.e. “economic place”)
contained multiple “places”, often seen in highly populated areas, the data on commercial
establishments for that county subdivision was divided amongst the “places” within that county
subdivision based on the relative population of each “place.” In addition, due to the potentially
identifiable nature of the reported economic data, some employment sizes were represented by a
letter which stood for a range of values.1 This allowed for the Matlab/GEOPHIRES model to
have a numerical value to perform the calculations.
Housing data for each ‘place’ was found using the Census Factfinder under “American
Community Survey” using the 2010 5-year estimates and code B25024, representing the number

For example, “A” meant an establishment had less than 20 employees, “B” meant an establishment may have between 20 to 99
employees, “C” means 100 to 249 employees, etc.). For these sites, the average of the range rounded up to the next integer was
used for the model (ex. “A” would have 10 employees, “B” would have 60 employees, “C” would have 175 employees, etc.).
1
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and type of housing units per residential building category (i.e. detached single-family, attached
single-family, 2unit buildings, 3-4 unit buildings, 5-9 unit buildings, 10-19 unit buildings, 20-49
unit buildings, and 50+ unit buildings). The Energy Information Agency (EIA) performs a
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (2009) that we used to determine average square
footage of each designated unit and related heating load on a Census region basis.
Following the method of Reber et al, the total length of roads within each “place” was used as
a method to estimate the required piping length required to service a given location. It was
determined that 75% road coverage would provide adequate piping density required to reach all
buildings for geothermal district heating system.

4.1.3 Final Considerations and Program Outputs
Since all temperature, reservoir and other map were limited to the basin outline, any place not
within the project area of the basin with an additional boundary of 10 km was not included in the
analysis, resulting in a reduction of possibly places to 1,697. These sites were then put in a
Microsoft Excel input file format and run through GEOPHIRES.
The results output were spreadsheets that were sorted based on the population size and the
resulting SLCOH in the units dollars per one million BTU (British Thermal Unit). ($/MMBTU).
Finally, a minimum population density threshold of 4,000 residents per place was applied across
all three states; therefore any place with a population of less than 4,000, the SLCOH was
assigned a value of $100. This allowed for exclusion of ‘places’ with populations less than 4,000
without the loss of potential sites for later considerations, such as for the inclusion of potential
industrial sites. The reasoning for the threshold was that a high cost per resident would
discourage potential utilizers of the direct use application. This gave a final number of ‘places’
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for the SLOCH analysis to be 248. Of these sites, the ‘places’ with the least expensive SLCOH
were considered "best case” sites.

4.2 Industrial site analysis
Initial SLCOH findings initiated discussions of the inclusion of industries in the calculations,
particularly with Census ‘places’ with populations less than 4,000. Industries considered across
West Virginia, Pennsylvania and New York fell into the categories of paper mills, wood drying
kilns, dairy processing which includes yogurt and milk pasteurization products, college and
university campuses, and select military locations. Table 1 illustrates examples of temperature
ranges.
Table 1. Temperature ranges for industries considered for this analysis.
Industry

Temperature Range

Dairy

Butter/yogurt production 80 – 90 °C
Traditional pasteurization 72 – 75 °C

Wood Drying

43 – 82 °C

Paper/pulp mills

66 - 150 °C

University/College campuses

148.9 °C

Military stations

148.9 °C

Each site was located using GoogleMaps except for the locations of the dairy processing sites
which were found using the Dairy Foods website [25]. Each of these potential users has a
component of their process(es) which could benefit from incorporating a geothermal element
into their system, either by preheating or reducing electrically heated steps. Figure 9 shows the
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locations of potential industries that fell within a census place which might benefit from the
inclusion of an industrial body in the levelized cost of heat calculations.

NY

PA

WV

Figure 9. Industries located in Census ‘places’ within the Appalachian Basin tristate
area.
The method used for the manufacturing/industrial sector calculations paralleled the
commercial and residential sectors by Reber et al in the initial SLCOH calculations, by using
2006 data set of US Census Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey (MECS). [38]
Manufacturing energy consumption are broken into three large categories: direct use process.
direct use non-process, and indirect uses. As the name implies, direct use process is energy put
toward changing the properties of a product, such as process heating, process cooling and
refrigeration, machine drive electro-chemical processes, etc. In contrast, direct use non-process is
energy put toward facility functions, such as HVAC, lighting, onsite transportation, and possible
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conventional electricity generation. Indirect uses include conventional boiler use or cogeneration
processes (CHP). Due the low temperature availability of the geothermal system, process heating
and HVAC energy usage was considered in the calculations for the dairy processing, wood
drying and paper mills.
Similar to the base case model with the residential and commercial aspects, once industrial
locations were selected, each of the 176 industries was matched to a US Census ‘place’ which
was found within the Appalachian basin border using ArcGIS. In the instances when a match
was not made, sites were manually assigned. Due to the nature of the industries, some ‘places’
had more than one industry assigned to them, resulting in a total number of 121 ‘places’.
For the analysis, MECS data was used to determine the average enclosed square footage for
each industry, specifically “dairy products”, “sawmills”, and “paper mills, except newsprint”.
Total energy expended for direct use non-process energy, specifically HVAC, was then used to
find the floor space energy intensities (in MBTU/ft 2/year). In addition to space heating,
industries also have direct use, total process energy usage. This includes process heating, process
cooling and refrigeration, and was included in the manufacturing process demand calculation
(MBTU/year).
At this point in time, very few United State colleges utilize geothermal energy as a form of
space heating and cool. One example is the above mentioned Oregon Institute of Technology in
Klamath Falls, Oregon, where 12 buildings, making up 70,000 m2 of floor space, are heated via
three wells with temperatures approximately 89 °C [15]. Xiaoning He performed a case study for
West Virginia University, in which he examined the efficacy of converting the existing
Evansdale campus to take advantage of an engineered geothermal system. [28] The Evansdale
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campus uses a steam/water heat exchanger system, in which steam is carried to each building and
passes its heat to circulating water which passes through the building’s radiation system.
Xiaoning He proposed that these steam pipelines could easily carry geothermal water,
minimizing infrastructure modifications. The Evansdale campus maintains two 300 ton dual
stage steam absorption chillers and two 600 ton dual stage steam absorption chillers for cooling a
total space of 75,000 m2. According to Aspen Plus economic model, the equipment purchase cost
for the heating and cooling system would be $0.2 and $0.69 million, respectively. In addition to
equipment costs, the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International
(AACE) recommended an additional $2.34 million for installation, handling, and other indirect
cost such as general facilities and overhead, resulting in a total surface capital was estimated at
$3.23 million. Since both the Oregon model [16] and WVU model take into account similar
square floor space, this became the basis for the model that, if other locations such as other
universities or military bases, had a similar heat/cooling system in place, the resulting cost credit
may decrease the overall levelized cost of heat for a given Census ‘place’, improving the appeal
for potential EGS development in that area.
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4.3 Thermal conductivity analysis of well data
The thermal conductivities of the rock samples collected from the West Virginia wells were
analyzed using a Portable Electronic Divided Bar supplied by Hot Dry Rocks, Geothermal
Energy Consultants. PEDB is designed to measure thermal conductivities of rock samples in
both the field and laboratory setting. A temperature gradient was generated by two parallel
temperature plates, in which two sets of thermocouples are located, as illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Illustration of the PEDB and hollow cell containing sample setup. Each hot and
cold plate system is made up of two brass plates with a polycarbonate layer between with a
heat source located above the hot plate and a cooling mechanism below the cold plate,
generating the thermal gradient through the sample containing hollow cell. [24]
The PEDB uses Fourier’s Law (Equation 4.3) to determine the thermal conductivity,.

=

𝑑
𝑅

𝑅 = (𝐴(𝛥𝑇 − 𝑐 ))⁄(𝑎(𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑏))

∆𝑇 =

𝑇3 −𝑇2
(𝑇4 −𝑇3 )+(𝑇2 −𝑇1 )

(4.3)

(4.4)
(4.5)
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Where a, b, and c are calibration constants, d is the thickness of sample in millimeters and A is
the surface area of sample in square millimeters. The ΔT is found by Equation 3, where T 1, T2,
T3, and T4 are temperatures recorded by the thermocouples in the PEDB plates. [24]
To prepare a sample for analysis, a rock sample was dehydrated for 12 hours, placed into a preweighed hollow cell device within 3 mm of the rim of the cell, and dry weight of the hollow cell
and sample recorded. The hollow cell with sample were submerged in deionized water under
vacuum for 12 hours to ensure complete saturation of the rock sample. Once saturated, the
hollow cell with the sample was removed from the water bath, patted dry and saturated weight
recorded. After checking to ensure lids were secured, the top and bottom of the cell was coated
with a layer of petroleum gel to allow better contact with the thermocouple plate during
measurement. Exposed sides of the cylinders were covered with foam padding to ensure vertical
transmission of heat through the sample, and the change in temperature (ΔT) is recorded by
PicoLog data logging software. The system was allowed to reach steady state, and the resulting
steady state ΔT (in °C) used in a spreadsheet with the specific hollow cell dimensions and empty
hollow cell thermal conductivity to determine the thermal conductivity of the rock cutting
sample.
To test the effect of grain size on thermal conductivity, samples of limestone rock were
separated using different gradients of sieves. Each gradient sample was photographed with a
micrometer to provide a standard unit of length. Each photograph was analyzed using ImageJ
(Image Processing and Analysis in Java) a freeware the National Institute of Health over 50-75
rock pieces were measures to determine an average grain sizes. [33] Four samples with grain
sizes most similar to those seen in well samples were selected (seen in Table 2), and their
thermal conductivities measured using the PEDB method in triplicate.
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Table 2. Comparison of grain size of limestone samples to grain sizes found with Marion County
#244 well samples
Sample
Large
Medium
Large
Medium
Small
Powder

Average limestone
Grain (mm)
9.29

Average Well
Grain (mm)
NA

Corresponding
Well Depth (ft)
NA

3.02

2.92

11900-12000

1.85

1.39

10100-10200

0.294

0.356

8900-9000

5. Results and Discussion
5.1 Impact of Industrial Demand and Existing Infrastructure Credits on LCOH
Of the 121 census ‘places’ with potential manufacturing and educational users, 60 ‘places’ had
just dairy, wood drying, or paper mill form of industry, and the remaining ‘places’ contained
university or colleges and possibly an industry. For each industry, both space heating intensities
as well as process heating, cooling and refrigeration were combined into the GEOPHIRES
analysis tool, and the resulting LCOH values compared to based case values for each of the
census places. For the university and military aspects, space and water heating were the
prominent sources of energy usage. However, some universities, such as West Virginia
University, may own equipment that may easily be converted to accommodate geothermal
energy. Tables 3 through 5 list the sites with the lowest base case SLCOH values for West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New York based on the ‘place’ analysis methodology are listed in
the experimental design section. For most census places listed in the tables, the resulting increase
in demand results in a decrease in LCOH, as well as the addition of the infrastructure credit for
universities that contain existing systems which may easily be converted to geothermal use.
LCOH of Census ‘places’ within this project included thermal gradient information for that area,
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therefore below ground costs for drilling and completion of wells are included in the reported
LCOH values.

Table 3. Top ten West Virginia census places with lowest base case LCOH with populations
greater than 4000, compared to impact on LCOH of adding manufacturing demand.
County

Population

LCOH (base)
$/MMBTU

Randolph County
Mercer County
Ohio county
Monongalia County
Harrison County
Upshur County
Marion County
Wood County
Kanawha County
Cabell County

7094
6432
28486
29660
16578
5639
18704
10749
51400
49138

10.771
10.928
10.969
10.989
11.005
11.036
11.036
11.289
11.444
11.589

City
Elkins
Princeton
Wheeling
Morgantown
Clarksburg
Buckhannon
Fairmont
Vienna
Charleston
Huntington

LCOH with
Manufacturing
$/MMBTU
8.825
10.928
8.946
8.954
11.005
9.004
8.981
9.176
9.268
9.385

Morgantown, WV is of interest given that West Virginia University has a district heating
system that could be converted to handle a geothermal system, as described by Xiaoning et al.
Another site of interest includes Kingwood (population 2,939 residents), site of Camp Dawson,
ranked in the lower half of WV results (215 of West Virginia’s 388 sites) but due to the presence
of a district heating system, in addition to local interest of converting it to geothermal system,
analysis showed that it would have an LCOH of $10.69/MMBTU after addition of the
infrastructure credit.
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The top ten locations in New York and Pennsylvania (Table 4 and 5, respectively) were also
ranked by lowest base case LCOH value with census places with populations greater than 4,000.

Table 4. Top ten New York census places with lowest base case LCOH with populations
greater than 4000, compared to impact on LCOH of adding manufacturing demand.
City

County

Population

LCOH (base)
$/MMBTU

Adams village
Batavia
Buffalo
Campbell
Cazenovia
Cheektowaga
Oswego
Clinton village
Cuba village
Delhi village

Jefferson County
Genesee County
Erie County
Steuben County
Madison County
Erie County
Oswego County
Oneida County
Allegany County
Delaware County

13,261
4,174
29,200
8,031
5,159
18,142
18,142
15,465
8,366
75,178

7.845
9.680
9.835
10.065
10.081
10.088
10.088
10.128
10.234
10.266

LCOH with
Manufacturing
$/MMBTU
7.845
9.680
9.835
10.065
10.081
10.088
10.088
10.128
10.234
10.266

Table 5. Top ten Pennsylvania census places with lowest base case LCOH with populations
greater than 4000, compared to impact on LCOH of adding manufacturing demand.

City

County

Population

LCOH (base)
$/MMBTU

Clarion borough
Warren city
Washington city
Oil City
California
Titusville
Meadville
Edinboro
Greenville
Grove City

Clarion County
Venango County
Washington County
Venango County
Washington County
Crawford County
Crawford County
Erie County
Mercer County
Mercer County

5,276
9,710
9,710
10,557
6,795
5,601
13,388
6,438
5,919
8,322

8.030
8.284
9.017
9.461
9.986
10.221
10.278
10.283
10.497
10.566

LCOH with
Manufacturing
$/MMBTU
6.876
8.284
7.661
9.461
8.474
10.218
8.445
8.438
8.579
8.673
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Unlike West Virginia, both New York and Pennsylvania have countries that occur several times
in the top ten base case census places, illustrating that building a geothermal system in those
countries would potentially benefit the surrounding area on a county level, rather than just city
level.
5.2 Thermal Conductivity Findings

To ensure that the size of the grain seen in the rock cuttings from Marion County well #244 did
not impact the measured thermal conductivities, thermal conductivities were measured on four
different sizes which related to the rock cuttings from the well. Samples were run in triplicate to
ensure valid results. Table 6 shows the results from this experiment.

Table 6. Analysis of the impact of grain size on thermal conductivity.
Rock sample
(size)
Average Thermal
conductivity (W/m-K)
Confidence
STDEV

Powder
(0.294 mm)

Medium Small
(1.85 mm)

Medium Large
(3.02mm)

Large
(9.29mm)

2.910

2.926

3.015

2.897

0.261
0.231

0.240
0.213

0.059
0.053

0.102
0.090

Knowing that thermal conductivity was not influenced by the grain sized seen in these ranges
alleviates some concerns of the grain size influencing the thermal conductivities of the rock
cutting samples from the Marion county well.
Of the samples taken from the Marion County well, seventeen values matched with values
from COSUNA pipeline measurements and values determined by Frone. [51] Table 7 provides a
comparison of the estimated values of thermal conductivities for the Appalachian Basin to values
calculated using a PEDB system on rock cuttings from Marion County Well #244.
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Table 7. Comparison of existing thermal conductivity estimates (COSUNA and Frone et al) to
thermal conductivities performed on Marion County #244well rock cuttings.
Cutting
Depth
(ft)

Stratigraphic
Age

450500

Mississippian

750850

Mississippian

850950

Mississippian

69007000

Middle
Devonian

74007500
79008100
1010010200

Lower
Devonian
Lower
Devonian

1030010400
1083011000
1150011600
1190012000
1200012200
1250012600.
1280013000
1320013300
1390014100
1440014500

COSUNA by
Depth
(W/m-K)

COSUNA by
Formation
(W/m-K)

Frone [51]
(W/m-K)

WVU
(W/m-K)

2.59

1.60

1.60

1.55

2.59

2.71

2.71

3.30

2.59

--

4.27

3.77

2.46

2.91

2.91

2.19

2.91

4.27

4.27

2.85

Helderberg

1.96

--

2.72

3.44

Silurian

Tuscarora SS

4.15

4.15

4.15

2.03

Silurian

Tuscarora SS,
Juniata,
Ordovician

3.42

4.15

--

2.88

Silurian

Juniata Fm.

2.68

3.19

2.68

3.06

Silurian

Martinsburg Fm.

1.68

1.68

1.5

1.98

Martinsburg Fm.

1.68

1.68

1.5

3.02

Martinsburg Fm.

1.68

1.68

1.5

2.84

Martinsburg Fm.

1.68

1.68

1.5

2.68

1.68

--

1.04

1.82

2.91

2.91

2.91

2.72

St. Paul Group

2.91

--

3.38

2.76

St. Paul Group

2.91

--

3.38

3.31

Trenton
Limestone
Upper
Devonian
Trenton
Limestone
Upper
Devonian
Trenton
Limestone
Upper
Devonian
Middle and
Upper
Ordovician

Formation
Start
Mississippian age
(466 ft)
Big Lime and/or
Greenbrier Gp.
(also limestone)
Big Injun undiff.
Tully and
Onondaga
Limestone
Oriskany, 25 m
Helderberg

Utica Shale, Point
Pleasant Fm.
Trenton/BlackRiv
er Group
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The greatest differences are for the Utica shale (higher conductivity than expected) the
Tuscarora sandstone (lower conductivity than expected) the Martinsburg formation (higher
conductivity than expected) and the St. Paul group (lower conductivity than expected).
Frone in 2014 examined the work of Carter et al (1998) and Gallardo et al (1999) in order to
better explain the thermal regime of the Oklahoma portion of the sedimentary Anadarko Basin.
[51] Frone used detailed temperature logs, lithology logs, and 250 thermal conductivity
measurements heat flow and the present thermal structure of the basin. Since the Appalachian
Basin has few real thermal conductivity value records, thermal conductivities in Frone’s work,
and for the COSUNA columns, were based off of estimates founds in similar lithographic
formations in different basins, therefore explaining some of the discrepancies seen in the results.
In addition, values may be a result of in-basin vs. out-of-basin conductivities. It has been
known that depth can impact thermal conductivity. As the depth increases, the increase in
pressure can increase thermal conductivity, while temperature attainable by drilling may result in
a decrease in thermal conductivity. [23] According to Pribnow et al, for crystalline rocks, the
observed effect of pressure is less than 1% per kilometer, while the observed decrease with
temperature can be 10% or more per kilometer, depending on the matrix properties and
temperature gradients. Therefore, in order to determine the in situ thermal conductivity of the
sample, correction values might be necessary, especially for deep well systems. Thermal
conductivity can be taken as a combination of lattice conductivity (or photon conductivity),
which is the result of thermal vibration in a crystalline lattice, and radiative conductivity, which
is produced by infrared electromagnetic waves. [52] Radiative conductivity can be considered
negligible when compared to lattice conductivity for temperatures less than 500°C. Authors Lee
and Deming proposed a generalization that for rock and mineral thermal conductivities higher
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than 2.0 W/m-K at room temperature, the observed thermal conductivity for in situ rock would
decrease with increasing temperature, like those samples with conductivities less than 2.0 W/mK would increase with increasing temperature. Although correction methods have been
developed to correlate the in laboratory thermal conductivity to in situ thermal conductivity by
means of an inverse temperature relation of the well temperature, there is yet to be a method
which satisfactorily provided accurate values for all points of depth. Unfortunately, isolating
which factor most heavily influence the thermal conductivity will would be difficult to determine
without more measurements from Appalachian Basin formations.

6. Conclusions
Low temperature geothermal systems have the potential to provide abundant, clean, costcompetitive energy for residential, commercial and manufacturing sectors alike. When compared
to fossil fuels, such as natural gas, the long term benefit in terms of cost and carbon footprint can
be impressive. Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana recently converted to geothermal energy
and has projected to save approximately $2 million annually, while heating and cooling 47
buildings. [53] As of April 2016, the commodity cost for natural gas was $2.13/MMBTU and
coal priced at $2.16/MMBTU. [54,55] However, using this solely as a form of comparison can
be a bit deceiving. The cost of natural gas intended for use by commercial and residential sectors
includes several factors, including transmission costs and distribution costs, in addition to the
cost of the natural gas itself. [56] Examining natural gas specifically, less than half of the total
cost of the gas for residential and some commercial users is the cost of the natural gas only.
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Seasonal fluctuations in demand may be result in changes to cost components, but since the price
of gas includes fixed cost components in transmission and distribution, regardless of the level of
consumption, residential users may see an increase in per unit cost, despite there being a
decrease overall in costs. In 2015, residential consumer prices for natural gas experienced a high
of $17.22/MMBTU (with average cost for the year $10.64/MMBTU) and commercial consumer
prices reached highs of $8.71/MMBTU (with average cost for the year $8.18/MMBTU). [57]
As policies change in 2020, industries will be looking for methods and technologies that
allow them to continue manufacture good while meeting the newly set carbon dioxide
limitations. With industrial demand included in the GEOPHIRES model, the estimated cost for a
EGS system is becoming more competitive and more appealing. Universities, colleges and
military bases have large floor heating and cooling demands, however to take advantage of
geothermal energy, many of these areas would require massive technological and infrastructure
renovations to accommodate this new energy source. Some universities, such as West Virginia
University, take utilize a steam/water heat exchanger technology that, with minimal
modification, successfully be converted to a geothermal system. In this model, every US census
‘place’ with a high education system was assumed to have at least one school that contained a
heating/cooling system that could be easily converted to geothermal technology. While an
optimistic approach, more involved examination of the existing heating and cooling systems for
key universities and college should be determine, and factors such as total heated/cooled floor
space and capabilities of existing equipment run through an Aspen Plus program to calculate
school specific surface capital cost to improve the accuracy of the LCOH estimations.
Lithostratigraphic information can be found via the United States Geological Survey geologic
cross section D-D′ manuscripts. The Appalachian basin, which covers large portions of West
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Virginia, Pennsylvania and New York, as well as smaller sections of other states, has been
analyzed from the Findlay arch in northwestern Ohio to the Valley and Ridge province in eastern
West Virginia based on 13 deep drill holes. Since the Appalachian Basin lacks a library of
measured thermal conductivity values, thermal conductivities for heat flow models have been
based off of estimates for thermal conductivities founds in similar lithographic formations in
different basins. This work found thermal conductivities of rock cuttings collected from Well
#244 in Marion County, WV to a depth of 17,000 ft. Discrepancies between calculated values
and those from estimates can be due to incongruities in basin geology or impact of depth factors
(temperature and pressure). To determine the predominate factor, more thermal conductivities
within the Appalachian Basin formations will be beneficial for accurate future heat flow
modeling.
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Appendix A – Standard Operating Procedure for HDR Portable Electronic
Divided Bar (PEDB)
1. General background
The PEDB measures thermal conductivity, a physical property which controls the rate at
which heat energy flows through a material, in this instance rock cores or cuttings, in a
given thermal gradient. Units placed on this property are watts per meter-Kelvin (W/mK). For this system, PEDB is designed for samples saturated with water prior to analysis.
For questions concerning equipment repair or calibration, reach out to Anson Antriasian
at Hot Dry Rocks (anson.antriasian@hotdryrocks.com)
2. Excel Data Entry
a. See Example Excel on desktop labeled “New Excel Form for PEDB”
Open and see two sheets, one labeled “thermal conductivity” and the second
“sample analysis”
3. Sample Preparation
a. For determining thermal conductivity of empty hollow cells (STEP 1)
i. Record the cell properties in Excel sheet labeled “thermal conductivity”.
This Excel sheet has calibration constants which are used for calculating
purposes. Since you are using a hollow cell, copy the row labeled
“ROUND” and paste (so that the functions in the cells still work) lower
down in the sheet. If you are using irregularly shaped samples, then you
would copy the row that says “irregular”.
Follow the steps in 4a-d to turn on the machine and follow steps in
sections 5 and 6 for analysis.
Recommendations:
a) In Column A, record sample well depth/depth range.
b) In Column B, record the hollow cell being used (small A, medium
F, etc)
c) In Column C, record the thickness of the SAMPLE! Each lid
enters the cell
by 3 mm or so, therefore measure the indent on the lid (around 6
mm total) and subtract from the total thickness of the hollow cell.
d) In Column D, it calculates surface area for you. DON’T MESS
WITH THE FUNCTION!
e) Column E, insert 35 mm for the outer diameter of the hollow cell.
f) Column F is the dT (or the steady state temperature gradient
measured by the PEDB). Insert the value here.
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g) Column G-P are calculations/constants/factors set up by the
calibration. Again, leave these columns alone.
h) Column Q is the thermal conductivity OF THE WHOLE SET
UP (sample, hollow cell, and water). Put this value in “Conductivity of
empty cell” if running thermal conductivity of the empty hollow cell.
b. For rock cuttings
i. Record what hollow cell you will be using with which sample in Column
A.
ii. Record cell dimensions in column F through I. Column J and K are
calculations, do not mess with these cells.
iii. Weighed hollow cell and record weight on Excel sheet in Column B
iv. Weigh the sample prior to dehydration, and record in Column C. For rock
cuttings, to ensure accurate reading, it is recommended that the samples be
dehydrated for 12-24 hours to remove any moisture. Dehydration can be
done by putting the sample in a marked hollow cell in a vacuum chamber
under house pressure for the designated time, and record the resulting
dehydrated weight in Column D.
v. Add dehydrated sample and hollow cell system to a dish of deionized
water in a vacuum chamber under house pressure for 12-24 hours to
ensure complete saturation.
c. For rock cores
i. Weigh core sample and record weight in Excel form.
ii. Dehydrate the core using a vacuum chamber under house pressure for 1224 hours. Record dehydrated weight in Excel form.
iii. Place
4. Initial Setup
a. The PEDB is powered by a 24-Volt, center tapped DC power supply unit. Turn on
power supply first by clicking the rocker switch into the “ON” position on the
back of the power supply unit (white box attached to PEDB).
b. Turn the PEDB system itself by positioning the metal toggle switch to the “ON”
position located on the face of machine. The display should light up, indicating
the system is on and warming up.
c. Set the desired temperature gradient to “+10, -10” to provide the maximum
thermal gradient across the sample.
d. Hot Dry Rocks recommends letting the system equilibrate for 30 minutes before
running your samples. I would recommend an hour or two, scheduling allowing.
e. Once the PEDB is equilibrated, remove sample-hollow cell system from water
bath and pat dry gently. Record the weight of the water-sample-hollow cell
system in the Excel form (Column E).
5. Running Rock Sample
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a. Once the PEDB is equilibrated, wipe the cold plate with a dry towel to remove
any moisture that may have formed. Coat the top and bottom lid of the hollow cell
with petroleum gel (look in drawer below PEDB) with enough material to cover
the entire brass disk and fill the holes in the top lid.
b. Place hollow cell in the middle of the cold plate. Twist the handle on top of PEDB
to lower the hot plate onto the lid of the hollow cell. Tighten to the point
equivalent to closing a lid to jar.
c. Save file with usable name (EXAMPLE: SmallA_200-300 tells you that you used
small cell A and measured depth 200-300.)
d. Hit red triangle to start record, two vertical parallel lines (the pause button) to
pause, and the black square to stop. NOTE: if you hit STOP you cannot continue
recording after. You will need to create a new save if you want to collect more
data.)
e. There is a small icon on the top right that appears to be a small graph. After
starting the recording of data, click that miniature graph icon to see the real time
data collection graph. You’ll need it in the next step.
f. After steady state is reach (the delta T will appear as a flat line), pause the data
collection and overlay the mouse to determine the value at that time value (seen in
top left of screen). Use this in Column F of your “thermal conductivity” sheet
Excel.
g. Excel will the perform a calculation on this value, and give you a thermal
conductivity of the WHOLE SYSTEM (rock sample, hollow cell, and water) in
Column Q. Put this value in column labeled “Conductivity of full wet cell” under
your main excel worksheet “sample analysis”. Excel will then use that value, plus
the thermal conductivity of the empty cell found using steps and weight of
dehydrated and saturated sample to calculate the thermal conductivity of just the
rock samples.
h. It is recommended that you perform this process 3 times per sample for later
statistical analysis.
6. Clean up
a. Once done with the sample, scrap out rock cuttings into a labeled petri dish and
let sit on counter over night to evaporate excess liquid. Once dry, replace into
labeled sample pouches and return to box of origin.
b. Rinse hollow cell to remove dirt/grime and use soap, if necessary, to remove
excess petroleum gel. Dry thoroughly.
c. Make sure labels are still legible (replace with permanent marker if necessary).
7. For further depth of understanding behind the workings of the PEDB, or for any
corrections in equations, please refer to paper material provided by Hot Dry Rocks,
discussing the more intricate nature of the equipment, methods of repair, and equation
origin and usage.
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Appendix B – Main GEOPHIRES file
The following MATLAB code is the primary executable MATLAB shell code used in this study.
%Case 2 means seperate networks for each plant
clear all
close all
clc
%%
tic

%% 1 Input Parameters
% ------------------outname = 'MECS_MAIN_OUTPUT_threestatecheck.xlsx';
[INPUTnum,INPUTtxt,INPUTraw] =
xlsread('Input_MECS_file_threestate_check.xlsx');
using Matlab
%[INPUTraw] = csvread('INPUT_TABLE_STATIC.csv');
.csv - for use with GNU Octave

%Output file name

%Read .xlsx - only
%Read

%Fixed Parameters to be chosen
LifetimePlant = 30;
%Life time plant [yrs]
WellSeparation = 500;
%Seperation of wells [m]
WellFlowRate = 30;
%Max well flow rate [kg/s]
Ramey = 1;
%1: Use Ramey's model for temperature drop in
production well and temperature increase in injection well;
%0: Take constant temperature drop in
production well, no temperature inrease in production well
Newcosts = 1;
%1: take Maciek's latest drilling costs; 0:
take the 2004 drilling costs
Poweroption = 2;
%1: 100% electricity; 2: 100% heat (3:CHP
(under construction))
FACR = 0.06;
%Fixed annual charge rate
Printoutput = 1;
%Print extended output data
BranchDistance = 30;
%Assumed average distance of service lines to
buldings from main distribution network [m]
RoadCoverage = 0.70;
%Proportion of roads in town with main
distribution piping
%maintenance = 3;
% $/MWh used
networkservice = 7.38;
% $/m of network (incl. substation service)
%networkservice = 6.15;
% $/m of network (excl. substation service)
%substationservice = 185;
% $/substation
discount = 0.04;
%discount rate
payback = LifetimePlant;
%payback time
GFmaxDT = 65;
%Assumed primary fluid maximum delta T (Tprod
- Tinj)
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Tsr = 30;
%Assumed secondary in temperature at design
conditions (Tsr - return temperature from radiator system)
Tss = 52.5;
%Assumed secondary out temperature (Tss supply temperature to radiators)
Tpinch = 3.0;
%Assumed HX minimum pinch temperature
(i.e.Tpr - Tsr)
dmult = 1.00;
%Demand multiplier
GasPrice = 7.51;
%Price of natural gas [$/MCF] (2012 YTD
average for industrial consumers, from EIA)
%%DON'T FORGET TO CHANGE PIPING COSTS BACK TO BASE CASE!!!!%%

%% 2 ArcGIS Data
% -----------%Read Tim's Data from ArcGIS (Geothermal Gradient, Length Piping, Average and
Extreme Temperatures
%GradientVector = textread('gradientrasteroutput.txt','%s');
%NoRows = str2double(cell2mat(GradientVector(4)));
%NoCol = str2double(cell2mat(GradientVector(2)));
%Results = zeros(1,NoRows*NoCol);

NoCases = length(INPUTraw(2:end,1));
Place_GeoID = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,3)); % Numeric "place" id
TaveAnnual = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,5)); % Average Annual Temp (°C)
TminJan = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,6)); % Average Min January Temp (°C)
TminAbs = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,7)); % Abs min January Temp (°C)
vectorRes = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,8)); % Residential sq ft
vectorAFS = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,9)); %
vectorASW = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,10)); %
vectorAER = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,11)); %
vectorEdu = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,12)); % Educational Building sq ft
vectorHCSA = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,13)); %
vectorInf = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,14)); %
vectorsfMfg = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,15)); %
vectorPST = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,16)); %
vectorRERL = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,17)); %
vectorRet = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,18)); %
vectorWhsl = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,19)); %
vectorOth = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,20)); %
P_elec = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,21)); %
L_road = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,22)); %
GradientVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,23)); %
ResBldgVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,26)); % # of Residential Buildings ?
ResUnitVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,27)); % # of Residential Units ?
ComBldgVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,28)); % # of Commercial Buildings ?
ComUnitVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,29)); % # of Commercial Units ?
DetachedVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,30)); %
AttachedVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,31)); %
Vector2_4 = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,32)); %
Vector5_19 = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,33)); %
Vector20_49 = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,34)); %
Vector50_plus = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,35)); %
SqFtUnitVector = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,36)); %
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TaveJan = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,37)); %
vectorsfDairy = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,38));%
vectorsfWood = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,39));%
vectorsfPaper = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,40));%
vectorsfMilitary = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,41));%
vectorProcessmfg = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,42));%
vectorUniCredit = cell2mat(INPUTraw(2:end,43));%
COHMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
MAXPOWERMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
CAPACITYFACTORMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
DRILLINGCOSTMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
DISTRICTHEATINGCOSTMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
NETANNUALHEATMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
PRODUCTIONPROPORTION = cell(NoCases,7);
SYSTEMSETUPMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
LCHMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
TARGETTEMPMATRIX = cell(NoCases,7);
COHMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
MAXPOWERMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
CAPACITYFACTORMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
DRILLINGCOSTMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
DISTRICTHEATINGCOSTMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
NETANNUALHEATMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
PRODUCTIONPROPORTION(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
SYSTEMSETUPMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
LCHMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
TARGETTEMPMATRIX(:,1) = num2cell(Place_GeoID);
ProdTemp = [75 85 95 105 115 125];

%Will accept six at a time

%%
% try
for n=1:6 %MUST ALWAYS START AT 1!
THE ProdTemp VECTOR ABOVE!

IF YOU WANT DIFFERENT TEMPS THEN CHANGE

ProductionTemperature = ProdTemp(n);
supply temperature (Tps, Tpi) [degrees C]
%InjectionTemperature = ProductionTemperature - GFDeltaT;
return temperature (Tpr, Tpo) [degrees C]

%Primary
%Primary

message = ['Calculating for Tprod = ' num2str(ProductionTemperature)];
wb = waitbar(0,message);
for k=1:NoCases

waitbar(k/NoCases,wb); %
GeoID = Place_GeoID(k);
Gradienti = GradientVector(k);
Tave = TaveAnnual(k);
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Tmin = TminJan(k);
TmeanJan = TaveJan(k);
Tabsmin = TminAbs(k);
sfEdu = vectorEdu(k);
sfFsvc = vectorAFS(k)*0.1375;
sfHS = vectorHCSA(k);
sfLgn = vectorAFS(k)*0.8625;
sfRet = vectorRet(k) + vectorWhsl(k);
sfOff = vectorInf(k) + vectorRERL(k) + vectorPST(k) + vectorASW(k);
sfPas = vectorAER(k);
sfRes = vectorRes(k);
sfSvc = vectorOth(k);
sfDairy = vectorsfDairy(k);
sfWood = vectorsfWood(k);
sfPaper = vectorsfPaper(k);
sfMilitary = vectorsfMilitary(k)*0.8625;
length = L_road(k);
elprice = P_elec(k);
res_bldgs = ResBldgVector(k);
res_units = ResUnitVector(k);
com_bldgs = ComBldgVector(k);
com_units = ComUnitVector(k);
detached = DetachedVector(k);
attached = AttachedVector(k);
bldg2_4 = Vector2_4(k);
bldg5_19 = Vector5_19(k);
bldg20_49 = Vector20_49(k);
bldg50_plus = Vector50_plus(k);
SqFtUnit = SqFtUnitVector(k);
Processmfg = vectorProcessmfg(k);
UniCredit = vectorUniCredit(k);
%length = 9408.267938;
%Correlation TBD
Tps = ProductionTemperature;
%Temperature at inlet district
heating system is assumed same as production well temperature [C]
%Treturn = InjectionTemperature;
%Temperature at exit district
heating system is assumed same as injection well temperature [C]
%Gradienti = 30;
%Fixed geothermal gradient for now
[C/km]
%elprice = 0.06;
%Electricity price [$/kWh]

%Ambient Temperature Inputs
%Tave = 9;
%Tmin = -5;
%Tabsmin = -12;
load estimation

%Average yearly temperature
%Minimum daily temperature
%Minimum hourly temperature for max

%square feet inputs. (random at the moment)
%sfEdu = 9000000;
%Education square feet
%sfFsls = 0;
%Food sales square feet (not
currently used)
%sfFsvc = 100;
%Food service squre feet
%sfHS = 100;
%Healthcare square feet
%sfLgn = 10;
%Lodging square feet
%sfRet = 100;
%Retail square feet
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%sfOff = 1000;
%Office square feet
%sfPas = 10;
%Public Assembly square feet
%sfPOS = 0;
%Public order and safety (police &
prisons) square feet (not currently used)
%sfRel = 0;
%Religious Worship square feet (not
currently used)
%sfSvc = 10;
%Service (?) square feet
%sfRes = 1000;
%Residential square feet

%% 3 District Heating Demand and Costs (KV & LG)
% -------------------------------------------%If Poweroption = 2, run Konstantinos Code to calculate estimated heating
demand for district heating system and Lizeta's code to calculate pipe size
and quantity
[yrdmnd maxdmnd load dmnd PeakUnitDmnd] = DemandFcn(Tave, Tmin,...
Tabsmin, sfEdu, sfFsvc, sfHS, sfLgn, sfRet, sfOff, sfPas, sfSvc,...
sfRes, sfDairy, sfWood, sfPaper, sfMilitary, Processmfg, SqFtUnit,
TmeanJan);
dmnd0 = dmnd;
maxdmnd0 = maxdmnd;
yrdmnd0 = yrdmnd;
dmnd = dmnd*dmult;
maxdmnd = maxdmnd*dmult;
yrdmnd = yrdmnd*dmult;

%True demand
%Adjusted demand

%%%%% FLOW CALCULATIONS %%%%%
%Design parameters for HX
Tps0 = Tps;
primary supply temp [C]
Tss0 = Tss;
secondary supply temp [C]
Tsr0 = Tsr;
secondary return temp [C]
Tpr0 = max([Tsr0+Tpinch Tps0-GFmaxDT]);
primary return temp [C]
kgsp0 = WellFlowRate;
primary mass flow [kg/s]
kgss0 = (kgsp0*4200*(Tps0-Tpr0))/(4200*(Tss0-Tsr0));
secondary mass flow [kg/s]
Ti0 = 21;
design temperature
U0 = 5000;
value [W/m2*C]

%Design
%Design
%Design
%Design
%Design
%Design
%Indoor
%Design U-
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Cu = U0*(1/(kgsp0^0.7)+1/(kgss0^0.7));
%Constant for
heat x-fer coefficient estimation, calculated from design conditions and
optimum U-value
maxWth = (maxdmnd*1000*1055)/(86400);
%Max (design)
community demand [Wth]
maxWthV(1:365,1) = maxWth;
%Max power
vector (calc tool) [W]
LMTDhx0 = ((Tps0-Tss0)-(Tpr0-Tsr0))/log((Tps0-Tss0)/(Tpr0-Tsr0));
%Design heat exchanger LMTD [C]
LMTDr0 = (Tss0-Tsr0)/log((Tss0-Ti0)/(Tsr0-Ti0));
%Design
radiator LMTD [C]
dmndWthV = (dmnd'*1000*1055)/86400;
%Demand
vector (average power each day of year) [W]
DesignWth = max(dmndWthV);
%Design
condition power (if sized for average peak) [W]
DesignWthV(1:365,1) = DesignWth;
%Design power
vector (calc tool)
%HXArea = maxWth/(U0*LMTDhx0);
%Req'd heat
exchnager size (if sized for extreme peak) [m2]
HXArea = DesignWth/(U0*LMTDhx0);
%Req'd heat
exchanger size (if sized for average peak) [m2]
%LMTDrV = ((dmndWthV./maxWthV).^1.3)*LMTDr0;
%Daily
radiator LMTD vector at non-design loads (if designed for extreme peak)
LMTDrV = ((dmndWthV./DesignWthV).^1.3)*LMTDr0;
%Daily
radiator LMTD vector at non-design loads (if designed for average peak)
Tss0V(1:365,1) = Tss0;
%Daily
secondary supply temp vector
TsrV = zeros(365,1);
%Setup
secondary return temp vector
kgssV = zeros(365,1);
%Setup
secondary mass flow vector
Ti0V(1:365,1) = Ti0;
%Vectorize
indoor temp
Uvect = zeros(365,1);
%Setup Uvector (may be unused?)
kgspV = zeros(365,1);
%Setup
primary mass flow vector
TprV = zeros(365,1);
%Setup
primary return temp vector
Tps0V(1:365,1) = Tps0;
%Vectorize
primary supply temp
TsrV = max((Ti0V-LMTDrV.*lambertw(-((Tss0-Ti0).*exp((Ti0V./LMTDrV)...
(Tss0V./LMTDrV)))./LMTDrV)),Ti0+Tpinch);
temp vector
kgssV = dmndWthV./(4200*(Tss0V-TsrV));
secondary mass flow vector
x0(1:365,1) = TsrV+Tpinch;

%Secondary return
%Daily

%Initial guess

vector
%crazyassfunction = @(x) dmndWthV.*((kgssV.*(Tss0V-TsrV)./...
%
(Tps0V-x)).^-0.7+kgssV.^-0.7).*log(((Tps0V-Tss0V)./(x-TsrV)))...
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%
(Tps0V-Tss0V-x+TsrV)*Cu*HXArea;
crazyassfunction = @(x) dmndWthV.*((dmndWthV./(4200*(Tps0V-x))).^0.7+kgssV.^-0.7).*log(((Tps0V-Tss0V)./(x-TsrV))) - (Tps0V-Tss0Vx+TsrV)*Cu*HXArea;
%
for j=100
%
%crazyassfunction = @(x) dmndWthV(j)*((kgssV(j)*(Tss0V(j)TsrV(j))/(Tps0V(j)-x))^-0.7+kgssV(j)^-0.7)*log(((Tps0V(j)-Tss0V(j))/(xTsrV(j)))) - (Tps0V(j)-Tss0V(j)-x+TsrV(j))*Cu*HXArea;
%
crazyassfunction = @(x) (dmndWthV(j)*((dmndWthV(j)/(4200*(Tps0V(j)-x)))^-0.7+kgssV(j)^0.7)*log(((Tps0V(j)-Tss0V(j))/(x-TsrV(j)))) - (Tps0V(j)-Tss0V(j)x+TsrV(j))*Cu*HXArea);
%
fplot(crazyassfunction,[TsrV(j)-3*Tpinch TsrV(j)+10*Tpinch]);
%
TprV(j) = real(fminbnd(crazyassfunction,TsrV(j)Tpinch,TsrV(j)+Tpinch));
%
%
end
options = optimset('Display','off');
TprV = real(fsolve(crazyassfunction,x0,options));
%Solve for daily average primary return temp
indices1 = find(TprV<x0);
%Primary
return temp cannot be lower than secondary return plus pinch temp
indices2 = find(TprV>TsrV+25);
TprV(indices1) = x0(indices1);
TprV(indices2) = x0(indices2);
TprV(TprV<(Tps0-GFmaxDT)) = (Tps0-GFmaxDT);
%Assume
primary fluid temperature drop cannot exceed certain value (GFmaxDT)
%TprV = TprV+(Tps0V-TprV)*0.10;
%Increase
return temp to account for temperature losses...?
kgspV = dmndWthV./(4200*(Tps0V-TprV));
%Calculate
daily mass flow in network
DailyPower = kgspV.*(Tps0V-TprV)*4200;
power delivered each day [W]
DailyMWh = DailyPower.*24/1000000;
req'd
AveragePower = sum(DailyPower)/365;
power produced over year
Averagekgsp = sum(kgspV)/365;
flow req'd over year
AverageTpr = Tps - AveragePower/(Averagekgsp*4200);
primary return temp over year
DesignInjecTemp0 = Tpr0;
temp at design conditions
kgs = kgspV;
%DesignInjecTemp0 = DesignInjecTemp;
injetion temperature
%DesignInjecTemp = Tpr0+0.10*(Tps0-Tpr0);
injection temp higher to account for 10% system heat losses

%Thermal
%MWh per day
%Average
%Average mass
%Average
%Injection

%Store
%Set
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%Transforming to MW and MWh for cost function
%Qtot is yearly average heating demand in MWh
%Qmax is maximum heating demand in MW
%Qtot = yrdmnd*0.293/(1000*365*24)
Qtot = yrdmnd*2.931*10^-4;
Qmax = maxdmnd*1.221*10^-5;
%dmnd0 = dmnd*2.931*10^-4;
%Qmax = 80;
%Qtot = 80*8760*0.5;

%InvestmentCost is capital cost for district heating system
%OperatingCost is yearly O&M costs for district heating system
%[InvestmentCost,OperatingCost,PipeDiam,NoPipes,Cdist,PumpIC] =
distcostFcn(length,Qtot,Qmax,kgs,Tnetwork,elprice,maintenance,discount,paybac
k,MassFlowRate);
c = clock;
disp(['--- Date: ',date,' - Time: ',num2str(c(4)),':',num2str(c(5)),...
':',num2str(round(c(6))),' ---']);

%% 4 MIT-EGS model
% ------------%Prepare MIT-EGS parameters
CapacityFactor = 0.5;

%Assume initially EGS capacity factor of

0.5
MaxPower = 10;
%Assume initially 10MWth EGS plant
InvestmentCostMITEGS = 1e6;
%Initial guess for surface plant capital
cost [$]
OperatingCostMITEGS = 0.5;%e6;
%Initial guess for surface plant O&M
cost [M$/yr]
Depth = 5;
%Initial drilling depth [km]. Will be
adjusted in order to get the chosen production temperature [C]
DesignInjecTemp = DesignInjecTemp0;
WellSeparation = 500; % Initial Well separation [m]
%Run MIT-EGS model
COHVector = zeros(0,1);
MaxPowerVector = zeros(0,1);
CapacityVector = zeros(0,1);
DailyCapacityFactorMatrix = zeros(365,0);
HeatMatrix = zeros(365,0);
DrillingCostVector = zeros(0,1);
DistrictHeatingCostVector = zeros(0,1);
NetAnnualHeat = zeros(0,1);
ProductionProportion = zeros(0,1);
SystemSetupVector = zeros(0,1);
TotalNumberPlants = 0;
LCHVector = zeros(0,1);
ExcessMWVector = zeros(0,1);
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%dmnd = dmnd0;
counter = 0;
converged = false;
while ~converged
makeInputFile;
system('Console1.exe');
[MITEGS_RESULTS] = textread('MATLABSUM.out','%s');
MaxPower = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(4)));
COH = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(6)));
Tgeo1 = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(8)));
TgeoEnd = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(10)));
disp([' Depth =
km
',num2str(Depth),])
disp([' TgeoEnd =
°C
',num2str(TgeoEnd),])
disp([' Capacity Factor =
',num2str(CapacityFactor)])

%%%%%%%%% WORK ON THIS %%%%%%%%%%
CapacityFactorOld = CapacityFactor;
%Proportion1plant = min((MaxPower/(maxWth/1000000)),1);
Proportion1plant = min((MaxPower*24/max(DailyMWh)),1);
%Proportion1plant = WellFlowRate/max(kgspV);
dmnd1plant = Proportion1plant*(DailyMWh);
excesspeakMW = Proportion1plant*(maxWth/1000000) - MaxPower;
%Peak power left unmet (per plant service area)
excesspeakMWh = ...
Proportion1plant*((maxWth*24/1000000) - max(DailyMWh));
%MWh left unmet (per plant service area)
%MaxPower = WellFlowRate*4200*(Tnetwork-max(TprV))/1000000;
DailyCapacityFactorVector = ...
min(dmnd1plant,ones(365,1)*24*MaxPower)/(MaxPower*24);
CapacityFactor = mean(DailyCapacityFactorVector);
%Account for temperature losses based on total piping distance
(0.25C/km - Ryan 1981) (should subtract from Tps but adding to Tpr will have
same effect...)
DesignInjecTemp = ...
DesignInjecTemp0 +
0.25*Proportion1plant*(length/1000)*RoadCoverage;
InvestmentcostMITEGSOld = InvestmentCostMITEGS;
[InvestmentCostMITEGS,OperatingCostMITEGS,...
PipeDiam,NoPipes,Cdist,PumpIC,BldgCost,...
SystemSetup,ShaftP,Energy,pumpingcost,PC,...
LCOheat,LCOheatnominator,LCOheatdenominator,...
PeakFuelCost,PeakBoilerCost,TotBldgCost1,...
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TotBldgCost2,BldgCost1,BldgCost2] = ...
distcostFcn(Proportion1plant,Proportion1plant*length,...
Proportion1plant*Qtot,Proportion1plant*Qmax,...
Proportion1plant*kgs,Tps,elprice,discount,payback,...
WellFlowRate,BranchDistance,res_bldgs,res_units,...
com_bldgs,com_units,detached,attached,bldg2_4,...
bldg5_19,bldg20_49,bldg50_plus,SqFtUnit,PeakUnitDmnd,...
RoadCoverage,Tsr0,Tss0,HXArea,U0,Tpr0,networkservice,...
GasPrice,excesspeakMWh); % ZF changed excesspeakMW to
excesspeakMWh to fix issue in function
%InvestmentCostMITEGS is total investment cost of all surface
equipment (M$)
%OperatingCostMITEGS is yearly operating cost for surface
equipment (M$/yr)
counter = counter + 1;
if counter > 50
SystemSetup = {'COUNTER_ERROR'};
converged = true;
elseif abs(Tgeo1-TgeoEnd) > 5
WellSeparation = WellSeparation*1.2;
converged = false;
elseif abs(TgeoEnd-ProductionTemperature) > 0.5
Depth = Depth + (ProductionTemperature-TgeoEnd)/Gradienti;
converged = false;
elseif abs(CapacityFactor - CapacityFactorOld) > 0.01
converged = false;
elseif abs(InvestmentCostMITEGS - InvestmentcostMITEGSOld) >
100000
converged = false;
else
converged = true;
end

end

%Simple discounted cash-flow analysis for estimation of Levelized
Cost of Heat (LCOH)
DrillCost = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(12)));
TotalCap = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(22)))-UniCredit;
TotalOp = str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(32)));
%SurfaceCost = InvestmentCostMITEGS/1000000;
%OperatingCost = OperatingCostMITEGS;
LCOHnominator = zeros(payback+1,1);
LCOHnominator(1,1) = (TotalCap);
LCOHdenominator = zeros(payback+1,1);
for w=1:payback
LCOHnominator(w+1,1) = TotalOp/((1+discount)^w);
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LCOHdenominator(w+1,1) =
(Proportion1plant*Qtot)/((1+discount)^w);
end
LCOH0 = sum(LCOHnominator)/sum(LCOHdenominator);
LCH = LCOH0*1000000/3.413;
%Convert M$/MWh to $/MMBTU

%Store Data
COHVector = [COHVector COH];
MaxPowerVector = [MaxPowerVector MaxPower];
CapacityVector = [CapacityVector CapacityFactor];
DailyCapacityFactorMatrix = [DailyCapacityFactorMatrix
DailyCapacityFactorVector];
TotalNumberPlants = floor(1/Proportion1plant);
DrillingCostVector = [DrillingCostVector
str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(12)))];
DistrictHeatingCostVector = [DistrictHeatingCostVector
str2double(cell2mat(MITEGS_RESULTS(16)))];
HeatMatrix = [HeatMatrix
DailyCapacityFactorVector.*ones(365,1)*24*MaxPower];
NetAnnualHeat = [NetAnnualHeat (MaxPower*CapacityFactor*8760)];
ProductionProportion = [ProductionProportion
(MaxPower*CapacityFactor*8760)/Qtot];
SystemSetupVector = [SystemSetupVector SystemSetup];
LCHVector = [LCHVector LCH];
ExcessMWVector = [ExcessMWVector excesspeakMW];

disp(['MITEGS COST OF HEAT OF PLANT ', num2str(TotalNumberPlants),'
IS ',num2str(COH)]);
disp(['The total number of plants is ',num2str(TotalNumberPlants)]);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%% 5 Postprocessing
% ----------------[a,b,c] = textread('SUM.out','%s %s %s');
LCE = cell2mat(c(2));
LCE = str2double(LCE);
if Poweroption == 1
LCEDISP = [' LCE =
elseif Poweroption == 2
LCEDISP = [' LCH =
end
disp(LCEDISP);

cents/kWh ',num2str(LCE)];
$/MMBTU ',num2str(LCE)];

%Results for ArcGIS matrix/table (not active yet)
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

ResultsMatrix = zeros(NoRows,NoCol);
for i=1:1:length(Results)
i
r = floor((i-1)/NoCol)+1;
c = mod(i,NoCol);
if c == 0
c = 700;
end
ResultsMatrix(r,c) = Results(i);
end
dlmwrite('Results.txt', ResultsMatrix, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision',

2)
%Store Data in Vector/Matrix

COHMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(COHVector);
MAXPOWERMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(MaxPowerVector);
CAPACITYFACTORMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(CapacityVector);
TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(TotalNumberPlants);
DRILLINGCOSTMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(DrillingCostVector);
DISTRICTHEATINGCOSTMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(DistrictHeatingCostVector);
NETANNUALHEATMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(NetAnnualHeat);
PRODUCTIONPROPORTION(k,n+1) = num2cell(ProductionProportion);
SYSTEMSETUPMATRIX(k,n+1) = (SystemSetupVector);
LCHMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(LCHVector);
EXCESSMWMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(ExcessMWVector);
TARGETTEMPMATRIX(k,n+1) = num2cell(ProductionTemperature);
%Optimal matrix for COH from MITEGS
if COHVector<cell2mat(COHMATRIX(k,n))
BESTMATRIXCOH(k,1) = COHMATRIX(k,1);
BESTMATRIXCOH(k,2) = COHMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXCOH(k,3) = MAXPOWERMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXCOH(k,4) = CAPACITYFACTORMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXCOH(k,5) = TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXCOH(k,6) = TARGETTEMPMATRIX(k,n+1);
end
%Optimal matrix for LCH calcualted using discounted cash-flow
if LCHVector<cell2mat(LCHMATRIX(k,n))
BESTMATRIXLCH(k,1) = LCHMATRIX(k,1);
BESTMATRIXLCH(k,2) = LCHMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXLCH(k,3) = MAXPOWERMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXLCH(k,4) = CAPACITYFACTORMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXLCH(k,5) = TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(k,n+1);
BESTMATRIXLCH(k,6) = TARGETTEMPMATRIX(k,n+1);
end
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end
close(wb)
%Write results to output spreadsheet
Titles = {'GeoID' 'LCH($/MMBTU)Calc' 'COH($/MMBTU)MITEGS' 'MaxPower(MW)'
'CapacityFactor' 'NumberPlants' 'DrillCost(M$)' 'NetworkCost(M$)'
'ProdProportion' 'NetAnnualHeat(MWh)' 'UnmetPeakMW' 'SystemSetup' ' '
'LCHPlotting:' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'COHPlotting'};
xlswrite(outname,Titles,['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'A1:S1');
xlswrite(outname,COHMATRIX(1:end,1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'A2');
xlswrite(outname,COHMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'C2');
xlswrite(outname,MAXPOWERMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'D2');
xlswrite(outname,CAPACITYFACTORMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'E2');
xlswrite(outname,TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'F2');
xlswrite(outname,DRILLINGCOSTMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'G2');
xlswrite(outname,DISTRICTHEATINGCOSTMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'H2');
xlswrite(outname,PRODUCTIONPROPORTION(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'I2');
xlswrite(outname,NETANNUALHEATMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'J2');
xlswrite(outname,SYSTEMSETUPMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'L2');
xlswrite(outname,LCHMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'B2');
xlswrite(outname,EXCESSMWMATRIX(1:end,n+1),['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'K2');

%Plot COH results as supply curve
CumCapac =
cell2mat(MAXPOWERMATRIX(:,n+1)).*cell2mat(TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(:,n+1));
LCECapac0 = real([cell2mat(COHMATRIX(:,n+1)) CumCapac]);
LCECapac1 = sortrows(LCECapac0,1);
LCECapac2 = [LCECapac1(:,1) cumsum(LCECapac1(:,2))];
[rows cols] = size(LCECapac2);
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LCECapac3 = zeros(rows+1,2);
LCECapac3(1:rows,1) = LCECapac2(:,1);
LCECapac3(rows+1,1) = LCECapac2(rows,1);
for i=1:(rows);
LCECapac3(i+1,2) = LCECapac2(i,2);
LCECapac3(i,3) = LCECapac3(i+1,2)-LCECapac3(i,2);
LCECapac3(i+1,4) = LCECapac3(i+1,1)-LCECapac3(i,1);
end
LCECapac3(1,2) = 0;
LCECapac3(rows+1,3) = 0;
LCECapac3(1,4) = 0;
%
%
%
%
%
%

stairs(LCECapac3(:,2),LCECapac3(:,1));
hold all;
xlabel('Cumulative Capacity (MW)');
ylabel('LCH ($/MMBTU)');
title('Estimated Supply Curve');
axis([0 max(LCECapac3(:,2)) 0 100])

xlswrite(outname,{'COH' 'CumCapac' 'x-step' 'y-step'},['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'S2:V2');
xlswrite(outname,LCECapac3,['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'S3');

%Plot LCH results as supply curve
CumCapac =
cell2mat(MAXPOWERMATRIX(:,n+1)).*cell2mat(TOTALNUMBERPLANTSMATRIX(:,n+1));
LCECapac0 = real([cell2mat(LCHMATRIX(:,n+1)) CumCapac]);
LCECapac1 = sortrows(LCECapac0,1);
LCECapac2 = [LCECapac1(:,1) cumsum(LCECapac1(:,2))];
[rows cols] = size(LCECapac2);
LCECapac3 = zeros(rows+1,2);
LCECapac3(1:rows,1) = LCECapac2(:,1);
LCECapac3(rows+1,1) = LCECapac2(rows,1);
for i=1:(rows);
LCECapac3(i+1,2) = LCECapac2(i,2);
LCECapac3(i,3) = LCECapac3(i+1,2)-LCECapac3(i,2);
LCECapac3(i+1,4) = LCECapac3(i+1,1)-LCECapac3(i,1);
end
LCECapac3(1,2) = 0;
LCECapac3(rows+1,3) = 0;
LCECapac3(1,4) = 0;
%
%

stairs(LCECapac3(:,2),LCECapac3(:,1));
hold all;
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%
%
%
%

xlabel('Cumulative Capacity (MW)');
ylabel('LCH ($/MMBTU)');
title('Estimated Supply Curve');
axis([0 max(LCECapac3(:,2)) 0 100])

xlswrite(outname,{'LCH' 'CumCapac' 'x-step' 'y-step'},['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'N2:Q2');
xlswrite(outname,LCECapac3,['Tprod '
num2str(ProductionTemperature)],'N3');
end
% figure(1)
% legend(['Tprod ' num2str(ProdTemp(1)) ' Celsius'],['Tprod '
num2str(ProdTemp(2)) ' Celsius'],['Tprod ' num2str(ProdTemp(3)) '
Celsius'],['Tprod ' num2str(ProdTemp(4)) ' Celsius'],['Tprod '
num2str(ProdTemp(5)) ' Celsius'],['Tprod ' num2str(ProdTemp(6)) '
Celsius'],'Location','NorthWest')

%Prepare supply curve for best matrix for cash-flow LCH
CumCapac = cell2mat(BESTMATRIXLCH(:,3)).*cell2mat(BESTMATRIXLCH(:,5));
LCECapac0 = real([cell2mat(BESTMATRIXLCH(:,2)) CumCapac]);
LCECapac1 = sortrows(LCECapac0,1);
LCECapac2 = [LCECapac1(:,1) cumsum(LCECapac1(:,2))];
[rows cols] = size(LCECapac2);
LCECapac3 = zeros(rows+1,2);
LCECapac3(1:rows,1) = LCECapac2(:,1);
LCECapac3(rows+1,1) = LCECapac2(rows,1);
for i=1:(rows);
LCECapac3(i+1,2) = LCECapac2(i,2);
LCECapac3(i,3) = LCECapac3(i+1,2)-LCECapac3(i,2);
LCECapac3(i+1,4) = LCECapac3(i+1,1)-LCECapac3(i,1);
end
LCECapac3(1,2) = 0;
LCECapac3(rows+1,3) = 0;
LCECapac3(1,4) = 0;
OptimalTitles = {'LCH calc using discounted cash-flow' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
'; 'GeoID' 'LCH($/MMBTU)' 'MaxPower(MW)' 'CapacityFactor' 'NumberPlants'
'OptimalTemp'};
xlswrite(outname,OptimalTitles,'OptimalTemp','A1:F2');
xlswrite(outname,BESTMATRIXLCH,'OptimalTemp','A3');
xlswrite(outname,{'LCH' 'CumCapac' 'x-step' 'ystep'},'OptimalTemp','H2:K2');
xlswrite(outname,LCECapac3,'OptimalTemp','H3');
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%Prepare supply curve for best matrix for MITEGS COH
CumCapac = cell2mat(BESTMATRIXCOH(:,3)).*cell2mat(BESTMATRIXCOH(:,5));
LCECapac0 = real([cell2mat(BESTMATRIXCOH(:,2)) CumCapac]);
LCECapac1 = sortrows(LCECapac0,1);
LCECapac2 = [LCECapac1(:,1) cumsum(LCECapac1(:,2))];
[rows cols] = size(LCECapac2);
LCECapac3 = zeros(rows+1,2);
LCECapac3(1:rows,1) = LCECapac2(:,1);
LCECapac3(rows+1,1) = LCECapac2(rows,1);
for i=1:(rows);
LCECapac3(i+1,2) = LCECapac2(i,2);
LCECapac3(i,3) = LCECapac3(i+1,2)-LCECapac3(i,2);
LCECapac3(i+1,4) = LCECapac3(i+1,1)-LCECapac3(i,1);
end
LCECapac3(1,2) = 0;
LCECapac3(rows+1,3) = 0;
LCECapac3(1,4) = 0;
OptimalTitles = {'GeoID' 'COH($/MMBTU)' 'MaxPower(MW)' 'CapacityFactor'
'NumberPlants' 'OptimalTemp'};
xlswrite(outname,OptimalTitles,'OptimalTemp','R2:W2');
xlswrite(outname,BESTMATRIXCOH,'OptimalTemp','R3');
xlswrite(outname,{'COH calc from MITEGS using fixed charge rate method' '
' ' ' ' '; 'COH' 'CumCapac' 'x-step' 'y-step'},'OptimalTemp','M1:P2');
xlswrite(outname,LCECapac3,'OptimalTemp','M3');

%Print parameters
ParameterMatrix(1,:) = {'Date', datestr(floor(now)),
datestr(rem(now,1))};
ParameterMatrix(2,:) = {'LifetimePlant' num2str(LifetimePlant) 'yrs'};
ParameterMatrix(3,:) = {'WellSeparation', num2str(WellSeparation), 'm'};
ParameterMatrix(4,:) = {'MassFlowRate', num2str(WellFlowRate), 'kgs'};
ParameterMatrix(5,:) = {'FixedAnnualCharge', num2str(FACR), ' '};
ParameterMatrix(6,:) = {'BranchDistance', num2str(BranchDistance), 'm'};
ParameterMatrix(7,:) = {'RoadCoverage', num2str(RoadCoverage),
'percent'};
ParameterMatrix(8,:) = {'NetworkService', num2str(networkservice),
'$/meter'};
ParameterMatrix(9,:) = {'DiscountRate', num2str(discount), ' '};
ParameterMatrix(10,:) = {'RadiatorSupply', num2str(Tss0),
'degreesC(design)'};
ParameterMatrix(11,:) = {'RadiatorReturn', num2str(Tsr0),
'degreesC(design)'};
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ParameterMatrix(12,:) = {'HXPinchTemp', num2str(Tpinch), 'degreesC'};
ParameterMatrix(13,:) = {'MaxDeltaT', num2str(GFmaxDT), 'degreesC'};
ParameterMatrix(14,:) = {'DmndMult', num2str(dmult) '(portion)'};
xlswrite(outname,ParameterMatrix,'Parameters');
toc

Appendix C – Demand Function File
The following MATLAB code is used to generate the annual temperature and heating demand profiles at
each census “place” in the dataset.
%Konstantinos Vilaetis 2012
%Demand calculation function
%
%Inputs are: Average temperature, Minimum daily average temperature,
%Minimum daily low temperature, and then building square feet:
%sfEdu Education square feet, sfFsls Food sales square feet, sfFsvc Food
service square feet, sfHS Healthcare square feet, sfLgn Lodging square feet,
sfRet Retail square feet, sfOff Office square feet, sfPas Public Assembly
square feet, sfPOS Public order and safety (police & prisons) square feet,
sfRel Religious Worship square feet, sfSvc Service (?) square feet, sfRes
Residential square feet
%
%Outputs an array where the first element is yearly demand, the second the
%maximum demand the third the load factor, and the fourth the simulated
%demand of the system
%
%Units are:
%1. Temperature in C
%2. Scaling Factors 1000btu/sqft
%3. Area in sq. ft.
%4. Demand outputs in 1000btu/yr

function [yrdmnd maxdmnd load dmnd PeakUnitDmnd] = DemandFcn(Tave, TminJan,
Tabsmin, sfEdu, sfFsvc, sfHS, sfLgn, sfRet, sfOff, sfPas, sfSvc, sfRes,
sfDairy, sfWood, sfPaper, sfMilitary, Processmfg, SqFtUnit, TmeanJan)
%TminJan = Tave - (Tave-TminJan)*1.25;
%TmeanJan = Tave - (Tave-TmeanJan)*1.25;
%Tabsmin = Tave - (Tave-Tabsmin)*1.25;
%Scalingfactors SH
scCornell=94.6;
scUS=34;
scMA=47;

%Cornell average [1000 BTU/yr/sqft]=MBTU
%US average
%Middle Atlantic average

scEdu=39.4;
scFsls=28.9;
scFsvc=43.1;
scHS=70.4;
scLgn=22.2;
scRet=24.8;
scOff=32.8;
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scPas=49.7;
scPOS=49.9;
scRel=26.2;
scSvc=35.9;
scRes=25.7; %2001RECS space heating
scDairy=90;
scWood=160;
scPaper=360;
scMilitary=22.2;
%WH per sqft:
scWCornell=10.5; %for reference
scWEdu=5.8;
scWFsls=2.9;
scWFsvc=40.4;
scWHS=30.2;
scWLgn=31.4;
scWRet=1.1;
scWOff=2.0;
scWPas=1.0;
scWPOS=14.0;
scWRel=0.8;
scWSvc=1.0;
scWRes=8.0; %2001 RECS
scWMilitary=31.4;
%Temperature Estimation
temp=zeros(365,1);
dmndSH=temp;
dmnd=temp; % initialize the array
totalsqft=sfEdu+sfFsvc+sfHS+sfLgn+sfRet+sfOff+sfPas+sfSvc+sfRes;
i=(1:365);
temp=Tave+(Tave-TmeanJan)*sin(2*pi()*(i-112)./365);
%Assume a 5-day cold spell Jan 18-22 based on average January mimumums
temp(18:22) = TminJan;
%temp=temp+3;
%ScalingFactors
% 1. SH
sclSH=(sfEdu*scEdu+sfFsvc*scFsvc+sfHS*scHS+sfLgn*scLgn+sfRet*scRet+sfOff*scOf
f+sfPas*scPas+sfSvc*scSvc+sfRes*scRes)*(scMA/scUS)/(scCornell*(totalsqft))+((
sfDairy*scDairy+sfWood*scWood+sfPaper*scPaper+sfMilitary*scMilitary)*(1/(sfDa
iry+sfWood+sfPaper+sfMilitary)));
% 1. WH (constant through the year)
sclWH=(sfEdu*scWEdu+sfHS*scWHS+sfLgn*scWLgn+sfRet*scWRet+sfOff*scWOff+sfPas*s
cWPas+sfSvc*scWSvc+sfRes*scWRes+sfMilitary*scWMilitary)/((totalsqft+sfMilitar
y));
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%Demand Estimation (SH) still per sqft
dmndSH = (-7.73*temp+162.4)*sclSH; %1000 BTU/sqft/year (calculated for each
day)
dmndSH(dmndSH<0)=0;

%Estimate SH+WH
dmnd=((dmndSH+sclWH)*totalsqft/365)+(Processmfg/365); %total demand in
1000btu/day
%Outputs
%1. Load Factor
load=mean(dmnd)/max(dmnd);
%2. Max instant dmnd:
maxdmnd=(((-7.73*Tabsmin+162.4)*(sclSH) +
sclWH)*totalsqft/365)+(Processmfg/(365*24)); %1000BTU/day
%4. Average yearly demand:
yrdmnd=sum(dmnd);
%5. Average max demand per housing unit (BTU/hr)
PeakUnitDmnd = ((-7.73*Tabsmin+162.4)*(scRes*((scMA/scUS)/scCornell)) +
sclWH)*(SqFtUnit/8765)*1000;
end
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Appendix D – DistCost File
This section contains MATLAB code used to estimate the size and cost of distribution piping and other
surface equipment.

%Lizeta Gkogka 2012
%lcoh and Investment cost for distribution system.

T=90C-140C

%Input 1: lentgh. pipe length (m) of network. This is the distance that our
pipes are
%required to travel, in order to cover heat demand in a specific
%city/university
%Input 2. Qmax. Set the demand Qmax you are covering (MW). This is the peak
load
%at your design temperature.
%Input 3. Tnetwork. Set the temperature of the network. You can choose
between 90C and
%140C, basically choose between 90,95,100,...,140C. (keep step=5)
%input 4: elprice. set the price of electricity (for pumping needs), $/kWh
%input 5: maintenance.

set the maintenance cost. $/Mwh delivered

%input 6: discount, payback. set discount rate and payback time for lcoh
calculations (this is
%just for future reference)
%input 7:If you want, set yearly load (MWh). The simplest thing you can do is
just let it scale
%it according to Cornell.

function
[minIC,minopannualmillions,doptimum,numberoptimum,Cdist,PumpIC,BldgCost,Syste
mSetup,ShaftP,Energy,pumpingcost,PC,LCOheat,LCOheatnominator,LCOheatdenominat
or,PeakFuelCost,PeakBoilerCost,TotBldgCost1,TotBldgCost2,BldgCost1,BldgCost2]
=distcostFcn(Proportion1plant, length_road, MQgeo, Qmax, mf, Tps0,
elprice,discount,payback,MassFlowRate,BranchDistance,res_bldgs,res_units,com_
bldgs,com_units,detached,attached,bldg2_4,bldg5_19,bldg20_49,bldg50_plus,SqFt
Unit,PeakUnitDmnd,RoadCoverage,Tsr0,Tss0,HXAreaCentral,U0,Tpr0,networkservice
,GasPrice,PeakMW)
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%Retrofit options: %Option 1: assume indirect system - i.e. no central
plant, ind'l bldg. HX, etc...
%Option 2: assume centralized system - i.e. centralized
heat exchange plant, dist. water straight to bldg. radiators...
%Else assume no cost for heat exchangers, controls,
pumps, branch lines, etc.

length = length_road*RoadCoverage;
density=943;
%4-16in diameter (2-8in radius) of pipes. Basically this allows selection
relatively to
%mass flow.
r=linspace(2,8,13);

%thresshold for pipe diameter calculation
%find the minimum radius, when installing one pipe. From excel:
diameter(maximum) =
%1.5197*massflow^0.427. When radius reaches 6in (diameter=12in),
%extrapolate linearly to find the according diameter.

g=9.81;
spweight=density*g;
%assume 60% efficiency for pump;
efficiency=0.6;
%Re>10^6 ..turbulent flow
fmoody=0.027;
velocity=zeros(365,13);
hf=zeros(365,13);
DP=zeros(365,13);
PP=zeros(365,13);
ShaftP=zeros(365,13);
Energy=zeros(13,1);
rinminimum=zeros(20,1);
%This model allows installation up to 10 pipes. We can add more-if
%reasonable.

%first find the maximum flow
mfmax=0;
for i=1:365
if mfmax<mf(i)
mfmax=mf(i);
else
end
end
mfmax0 = mfmax;
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%If total system flow exceeds cap (ten 16" pipes) then build multiple
separate networks rather than one giant network
if mfmax > 1670;
mfmax = 1670;
%mass flow will be divided amongst networks
mf = mf*(1670/mfmax0);
else
mfmax = mfmax0;
end
for i=1:10
if mfmax>(106.4647*i)
rinminimum(i)=0.5*(5.5726+0.062183*((1/i)*mfmax));
else
rinminimum(i)=0.5*(1.5197*((1/i)*mfmax)^0.427);
end
end

pipenumber=zeros(13,1);
for k=1:13
for i=1:365
for h=1:10
%find the number of pipes you should install
%if the selected radius is above the limiting factor, then put
%h number of pipes.
if r(k)>rinminimum(h)
%install h pipes
velocity(i,k)=mf(i)/(h*density*pi()*((r(k)*0.0254)^2));
hf(i,k)=fmoody*(length/((r(k)*0.0254)*2))*(velocity(i,k)^2)/(2*g);
DP(i,k)=spweight*hf(i,k);
PP(i,k)=DP(i,k)*mf(i)/density;
%Now find the total loss (all pipes)
ShaftP(i,k)=h*PP(i,k)/efficiency;
%we have daily data so the output ShaftP(W) must be multiplied by 24 to
%derive the daily consumption (Wh)
Energy(k)=Energy(k)+24*ShaftP(i,k);
%keep the number of pipes you have selected to install
pipenumber(k)=h;
%now stop the for-loop since you don't want to install more than needed
break
end
%ok, now for very small pipe diameter, when you have very high mass
%flow, you should take into account that you can't install for
example 2in
%radius..
if r(k)<rinminimum(10)
%
%report as infinite power needed
Energy(k)=10^16;
ShaftP(i,k)=10^16;
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end
end
end
end

MWH=Energy/1000000;
%total pumping cost
pumpingcost=MWH*elprice*1000;
PC=zeros(1,13);
for j=1:13
PC(j)=pumpingcost(j)/MQgeo;
end

%pumping investment cost
%assume that cost varies proportionally to power output (kW)
%for 800kW purchased cost 30,000$==>with f=3.5: 120000$. No further data for
%pumping cost function with capacity in Perry's, so assume linear scaling
up/down
%find maximum power needed by the pump.
Shaftmax=zeros(13,1);
Shaftmax=max(ShaftP(:,1:13));
Pneeded=Shaftmax;
%calculate investment cost of pump according to its capacity. scale up/down.
PumpIC=(Pneeded/800000)*120000;

%distribution cost variations according to pipe diameter (corrected)
%y=92.435x + 284.77
Cdist=zeros(13,1);
for i=1:13
if pipenumber(i)==1
%install one pipe
%Cdist(i)=length*(79.72*(r(i)*2) + 191.65); %Assume supply and return
line same trench
%Cdist(i)=length*(55.72*(r(i)*2) + 171.9); %Assume single loop (no
return pipe)
Cdist(i)=length*(75.82*(r(i)*2) + 83.06); %Assume new development (no
road cutting, repaving, etc.)
%Cdist(i)=length*(51.81*(r(i)*2) + 63.31); %Assume BEST CASE
development (single pipe, no road cutting, no repaving, etc.)
elseif pipenumber(i)<6
%that's just a simplification. We are not really sure how many times we
are going to account for paving costs
%Cdist(i)=(1+(pipenumber(i)-1)*(1-0.2876))*length*(79.72*(r(i)*2) + 191.65);
%Supply and return pipe
%Cdist(i)=(1+(pipenumber(i)-1)*(1-0.2876))*length*(55.72*(r(i)*2) + 171.9);
%Assume single loop (no return pipe)
Cdist(i)=(1+(pipenumber(i)-1)*(1-0.2876))*length*(75.82*(r(i)*2) + 83.06);
%Assume new development (no road cutting, repaving, etc.)
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%Cdist(i)=(1+(pipenumber(i)-1)*(1-0.2876))*length*(51.81*(r(i)*2) + 63.31);
%Assume BEST CASE development (single pipe, no road cutting, no repaving,
etc.)
else
%Cdist(i)=(2+(pipenumber(i)-2)*(1-0.2876))*length*(79.72*(r(i)*2) + 191.65);
%Supply and return pipe
%Cdist(i)=(2+(pipenumber(i)-2)*(1-0.2876))*length*(55.72*(r(i)*2) + 171.9);
%Assume single loop (no return pipe)
Cdist(i)=(2+(pipenumber(i)-2)*(1-0.2876))*length*(75.82*(r(i)*2) + 83.06);
%Assume new development (no road cutting, repaving, etc.)
%Cdist(i)=(2+(pipenumber(i)-2)*(1-0.2876))*length*(51.81*(r(i)*2) + 63.31);
%Assume BEST CASE development (single pipe, no road cutting, no repaving,
etc.)
end

end
%Now find costs of service lines, heat exchangers, interior equipment, etc.
BldgCost1 = zeros(13,1);
BldgCost2 = zeros(13,1);
Loopin = Tsr0;
from radiators)
Loopout = Tss0;
to radiators)

%Return temperature of heating loop (secondary fluid
%Supply temperature of heating loop (secondary fluid

%Figure cost of service lines to buildings
BldgCount = [detached; attached; bldg2_4; bldg5_19; bldg20_49; bldg50_plus;
com_bldgs];
%Number of buildings of each size category
UnitsPerBldg = [1 2 3 13 35 65 com_units/com_bldgs];
%Assumed number units per bldg category (detached, attached, 2-4, 5-19, 2049, 50+)
PeakLoads = (PeakUnitDmnd*1055/3600)*UnitsPerBldg;
%Estimated peak load per building [Watts thermal]
ReqKgs = (PeakLoads/(4.2*(Loopout-Loopin)))/1000;
%Estimated peak massflow per building [kgs]
ReqSrvcDiam = 1.5197*(ReqKgs.^0.427);
%Calculated diameter of req'd service pipes [inches] (from piping
spreadsheet)
CostSrvcPerMeter = 130.89*ReqSrvcDiam + 52.348;
%Estimated cost of service lines for each building type [$/m]
TotSrvcLineCost = CostSrvcPerMeter*BranchDistance*BldgCount;
%Estimated total cost of service lines for community [$]
%Figure cost of building heat exchangers (for retrofit option 1)
GFin = Tps0;
%Design supply temperature of network
(geofluid from well)
GFout = Tpr0;
%Design return temperature of network (geofluid to well)
DelT10 = GFin - Loopout;
DelT20 = GFout - Loopin;
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LMTD0 = (DelT10 - DelT20)/log(DelT10/DelT20);
%Log mean temperature
difference for HX
HXAream = PeakLoads/(U0*LMTD0);
%Req'd area of HX for
buildings [m2]
HXArea = HXAream*10.764;
%Req'd HX area [ft2]
CostPerFt = 222.36*HXArea.^-0.379;
%Cost of HX [$/ft2]
HXCost = HXArea.*CostPerFt;
%Cost of HX's for
each building category [$]
OtherCost = [2000 2000 3000 5000 5000 8000 2000*com_units/com_bldgs];
%Estimated cost of add'l building components (hot water retrofit, booster
pump, etc. - Rafferty 2001)
NetBldgCost = HXCost + OtherCost;
TotBldgCost1 = NetBldgCost*BldgCount;
%Total cost of
building equipment for retrofit option 1 (heat HX's, pumps, hot water
retrofit, booster pump (large bldg only))
TotBldgCost2 = OtherCost*BldgCount;
%Estiamted cost of
building equipment for retrofit option 2 (booster pumps (large bldg only),
hot water retrofit)
%Figure cost of interior equipment (per unit)
UnitCost = 3000;
%Estimated cost of interior heating
coil, controls, piping, etc. (Rafferty 2001)
%Peaking equipment calculations
PeakMBTUperHr = PeakMW*3412141/1000;
%Excess peak MBTU/hr req'd
PeakBoilerCost0 = max(0,((PeakMBTUperHr)*50)^0.95);
of peak boilers (Estimated from CEE 2001)
PeakBoilerCost(1:13,1) = PeakBoilerCost0;

%Cost

PeakFuelCost = max(0,(((PeakMBTUperHr*30)/0.8)/1020)*GasPrice);
%Annual cost of peaking fuel in 2011 dollars
%Figure cost if central plant is used (retrofit option 2)
HXAreaCentralft = Proportion1plant*HXAreaCentral*10.764;
central plant HX

%Size of

%CentralPlantCost = 49117*log(Qmax)+83651;
%Assumed cost of
central heat exchange facility (Rafferty 1996) [$/MWth] (for retrofit option
2)
CentralPlantCost = 34290*log(Qmax)+74987+(222.36*HXAreaCentralft^0.379)*HXAreaCentralft;
%Assumed cost of central HX facility with new HX
sizes...
BldgCost1(1:13,1) = TotSrvcLineCost*Proportion1plant +
(res_units+com_units)*UnitCost*Proportion1plant +
TotBldgCost1*Proportion1plant;
BldgCost2(1:13,1) = TotSrvcLineCost*Proportion1plant +
(res_units+com_units)*UnitCost*Proportion1plant +
TotBldgCost2*Proportion1plant + CentralPlantCost;
BldgCost = zeros(13,1);
if DelT10<=0
SystemSetup = {'IMPOSSIBLE'};
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elseif DelT20<=0
SystemSetup = {'IMPOSSIBLE'};
elseif BldgCost1(1,1) > BldgCost2(1,1);
BldgCost = BldgCost2;
SystemSetup = {'Indirect'};
elseif BldgCost1(1,1) < BldgCost2(1,1);
BldgCost = BldgCost1;
SystemSetup = {'Centralized'};
else BldgCost = BldgCost1;
SystemSetup = {'Either'};
end

%now find the total investment cost, consisting of pumps and piping costs.
totalcost=zeros(13,1);

totalcost(:,1)=Cdist(:,1)+PumpIC(:,1)+BldgCost(:,1)+PeakBoilerCost(:,1);
% totalcost = totalcost*1.25;
LCOheat=zeros(13,1);
LCOheatnominator=zeros(13,payback);
LCOheatdenominator=zeros(13,payback);
dolperkwhheat=zeros(13,1);
centsperkwhheat=zeros(13,1);
for t=1:payback
LCOheatnominator(:,t) = (totalcost + pumpingcost + networkservice*length
+ PeakFuelCost)/((1+discount)^t);
LCOheatdenominator(:,t) = MQgeo/((1+discount)^t);
end
for i=1:13
LCOheat(i) = sum(LCOheatnominator(i,:))/sum(LCOheatdenominator(i,:));
dolperkwth = LCOheat./1000;
% for j=1:13
%
% LCOheat(j)=0;
%
% LCOheatnominator(j)=(totalcost(j)+(maintenance+PC(j))*MQgeo)/(1+discount);
% LCOheatdenominator(j)=(MQgeo/((1+discount)));
%
%
for i=2:payback
%
LCOheatnominator(j)=LCOheatnominator(j)+((maintenance+PC(j)*MQgeo/(1+discount
)^i));
%
LCOheatdenominator(j)=LCOheatdenominator(j)+(MQgeo/((1+discount)^i));
%
end
%
% LCOheat(j)=LCOheatnominator(j)/LCOheatdenominator(j);
% dolperkwhheat(j)=LCOheat(j)/1000;
% centsperkwhheat(j)=dolperkwhheat(j)*100;
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%
%
% end

%Optimization loop optimized for minimum LCOH
minLCOH = 10000;
for j=1:13;
if dolperkwth(j)<minLCOH;
minLCOH=dolperkwth(j);
minIC=totalcost(j);
minoperating=(networkservice*length+pumpingcost(j))+PeakFuelCost;
doptimum=2*r(j);
numberoptimum=pipenumber(j);
else
end
end
%minIC = minIC*0.75;

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%optimization loop. set an arbitrary value for minimum investment cost.
%At! optimization only according to Investment cost
minIC=10000000000000;
for i=1:13
if minIC>totalcost(i)
minIC=totalcost(i);
minoperating=(maintenance+PC(i));
doptimum=2*r(i);
lcohoptimum=dolperkwhheat(i);
numberoptimum=pipenumber(i);
else
end
end
minopannualmillions=(minoperating)/1000000;

end
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Appendix E – Flow Calculation File
%Konstantinos Vilaetis 2012
%Flow Rate calculation function
%Inputs are:
%DT: temperature difference in network in C
%dmnd: Demand profile daily, 1000btu/day
%
%Outputs:
%kg/s daily
function [kgspV TprV TsrV kgssV Tps0V Tpr0 dmndWthV maxWth HXArea] =
flowcalc(dmnd,PeakUnitDmnd,Tps,Tss,Tsr0,Tabsmin,com_units,res_units,WellFlowR
ate,Tpinch,maxdmnd)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

for i = 1:365
dmnd(i) = max(220000*(1-sin(pi()*i/365)),5000);
end
Tps = 85;
Tpr = 30;
Tss = 60;
Tsr0 = 40;
Tpinch = 5;
maxdmnd = 300000;
WellFlowRate = 40;

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

U0 = 5000;
Tss0 = Tss;
Tps0 = Tps;
Tpr0 = Tsr0+Tpinch;
kgspV=dmnd./(3.412*24*4.2.*(Tps-(Tsr0+Tpinch)));
Tps0V(1:365,1) = Tps;
dmndWthV = (dmnd*1000*1055)/86400;
maxWth = (maxdmnd*1000*1055)/(86400);
TsrV(1:365,1) = Tsr0;
TprV(1:365,1) = Tpr0;
kgssV = 10;
LMTDhx0 = ((Tps0-Tss0)-(Tpr0-Tsr0))/log((Tps0-Tss0)/(Tpr0-Tsr0));
HXArea = maxWth/(U0*LMTDhx0);

%Design parameters for HX
Tps0 = Tps;
supply temp [C]
Tss0 = Tss;
supply temp [C]

%Design primary
%Design secondary
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Tsr0 = Tsr0;
return temp [C]
Tpr0 = Tsr0 + Tpinch;
return temp [C]
kgsp0 = WellFlowRate;
flow [kg/s]
kgss0 = (kgsp0*4200*(Tps0-Tpr0))/(4200*(Tss0-Tsr0));
mass flow [kg/s]
Ti0 = 20;
temperature

%Design secondary
%Design primary
%Design primary mass
%Design secondary
%Indoor design

U0 = 5000;
%Design U-value
[W/m2*C]
Cu = U0*(1/(kgsp0^0.7)+1/(kgss0^0.7));
%Constant for heat xfer coefficient estimation, calculated from design conditions and optimum Uvalue
maxWth = (maxdmnd*1000*1055)/(86400);
%Max (design)
community demand [Wth]
maxWthV(1:365,1) = maxWth;
%Max power vector
(calc tool) [W]
LMTDhx0 = ((Tps0-Tss0)-(Tpr0-Tsr0))/log((Tps0-Tss0)/(Tpr0-Tsr0));
%Design
heat exchanger LMTD [C]
LMTDr0 = (Tss0-Tsr0)/log((Tss0-Ti0)/(Tsr0-Ti0));
%Design radiator LMTD
[C]
dmndWthV = (dmnd*1000*1055)/86400;
%Demand vector
(average power each day of year) [W]
DesignWth = max(dmndWthV);
%Design condition
power (if sized for average peak) [W]
DesignWthV(1:365,1) = DesignWth;
%Design power vector
(calc tool)
HXArea = maxWth/(U0*LMTDhx0);
%Req'd heat exchnager
size (if sized for extreme peak) [m2]
%HXArea = DesignWth/(U0*LMTDhx0);
%Req'd heat
exchanger size (if sized for average peak) [m2]

LMTDrV = ((dmndWthV./maxWthV).^1.3)*LMTDr0;
%Daily radiator LMTD
vector at non-design loads (if designed for extreme peak)
%LMTDrV = ((dmndWthV./DesignWthV).^1.3)*LMTDr0;
%Daily radiator LMTD
vector at non-design loads (if designed for average peak)
Tss0V(1:365,1) = Tss0;
%Daily secondary
supply temp vector
TsrV = zeros(365,1);
%Setup secondary
return temp vector
kgssV = zeros(365,1);
%Setup secondary mass
flow vector
Ti0V(1:365,1) = Ti0;
Uvect = zeros(365,1);
kgspV = zeros(365,1);
TprV = zeros(365,1);
Tps0V(1:365,1) = Tps0;

%crazyassfunction = @(x) dmndWthV.*((kgssV.*(Tss0V-TsrV)./(Tps0V-x)).^0.7+kgssV.^-0.7).*log(((Tps0V-Tss0V)./(x-TsrV)))-(Tps0V-Tss0Vx+TsrV)*Cu*HXArea;
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TsrV = max(Ti0V-LMTDrV.*lambertw(-((Tss0-Ti0).*exp((Ti0V./LMTDrV)(Tss0V./LMTDrV)))./LMTDrV),Ti0+2);
%Secondary return temp vector
kgssV = dmndWthV./(4200*(Tss0V-TsrV));
%Daily secondary mass flow
vector
%TprV(i) = fzero(crazyassfunction,30);
%syms x
%TprV(i) = solve(dmndWthV(i)*((kgssV(i)*(Tss0-TsrV(i))/(Tps0-x))^0.7+kgssV(i)^-0.7)*log((Tps0-Tss0)/(x-TsrV(i)))==Cu*HXArea*(Tps0-Tss0x+TsrV(i)),x);
%kgspV(i) = dmndWthV(i)/(4200*(Tps0-TprV(i)));

x0(1:365,1) = TsrV+Tpinch;
%x = sym('x',[365 1]);
%TprV = solve(dmndWthV.*((kgssV.*(Tss0V-TsrV)./(Tps0V-x)).^-0.7+kgssV.^0.7).*log(((Tps0V-Tss0V)./(x-TsrV)))==(Tps0V-Tss0Vx+TsrV)*Cu*HXArea,x,'IgnoreAnalyticConstraints',true);
crazyassfunction = @(x) dmndWthV.*((kgssV.*(Tss0V-TsrV)./(Tps0V-x)).^0.7+kgssV.^-0.7).*log(((Tps0V-Tss0V)./(x-TsrV)))-(Tps0V-Tss0Vx+TsrV)*Cu*HXArea;
%TprV = fzero(crazyassfunction,x0);
TprV = fsolve(crazyassfunction,x0);
TprV(TprV<(min(TsrV+2))) = (min(TsrV+2));
kgspV = dmndWthV./(4200*(Tps0V-TprV));
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

RE-WORK BELOW

%%%%%%%%%%

% Tssv(1:365,1) = Tss;
% Tsr = zeros(365,1);
% kgss = zeros(365,1);
% Tsr = double(solve(LMTDr.*log((Tss-20)/(x-20))==(Tssx),x,'IgnoreAnalyticConstraints',true));
% kgss = ((dmndpwr/(com_units+res_units))/(4.2*(Tss-Tsr)))/1000;
% for i = 1:365
%
syms x
%
Tsr(i) = double(solve(LMTDr(i)*log((Tss-20)/(x-20))==(Tssx),x,'IgnoreAnalyticConstraints',true)); %Calculated radiator return
temperature
%
kgss(i) = ((dmndpwr(i)/(com_units+res_units))/(4.2*(Tss-Tsr(i))))/1000;
%Daily mass flow in secondary (radiator) loop
% end
%
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% LMTDhx = dmndpwr/(com_units+res_units)/(HXArea*U);
%Daily LMTD of heat exchanger
%
% Tpr = zeros(365,1);
% kgsp = zeros(365,1);
% for k = 1:365
%
syms y
%
Tpr(k) = double(solve(LMTDhx(k)*log((Tps-Tss)/(y-Tsr(k)))==((Tps-Tss)(y-Tsr(k))),y,'IgnoreAnalyticConstraints',true));
%Estimated primary return
temperature
%
kgsp(k) = (dmndpwr(k)/(4.2*(Tps-Tpr(k))))/1000;
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Appendix F – Make Input File
This section contains the MATLAB code used to generate the input file responsible for passing all
variables from the MATLAB shell to GEOPHIRES.
fileID = fopen('filein.txt','w');
fprintf(fileID,'ICASE, %1.0f \r\n',2);
fprintf(fileID,'methd, %1.0f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'drawdp, %1.5f \r\n',0.0001);
fprintf(fileID,'IMODE, %1.0f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'LEVEL, %1.0f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'DEPTH, %1.3f \r\n',Depth);
fprintf(fileID,'GRT, %2.1f ,DEPTH, %1.1f \r\n',Gradienti,10);
fprintf(fileID,'GRT, %2.1f ,DEPTH, %1.1f \r\n',0,0);
fprintf(fileID,'GRT, %2.1f ,DEPTH, %1.1f \r\n',0,0);
fprintf(fileID,'GRT, %2.1f ,DEPTH, %1.1f \r\n',0,0);
fprintf(fileID,'MAXTEMP, %3.1f \r\n',330);
fprintf(fileID,'WELLRATIO, %1.2f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'RESOPTION, %1.0f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'FRACTOPT, %1.0f \r\n',2);
fprintf(fileID,'FRACTAREA, %1.0f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'FHEIGHT, %3.1f \r\n',WellSeparation);
fprintf(fileID,'FWIDTH, %1.0f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'DEVIATION, %1.1f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'VOLUMEOPT, %1.0f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'FRACTNUMB, %2.0f \r\n',25);
fprintf(fileID,'FRACTSEP, %1.1f \r\n',60);
fprintf(fileID,'RESVOLUME, %1.0f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'FRACTDIST, %1.0f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'FRACTFLOW, %1.0f, %1.2f, %1.3f, %1.3f, %1.1f \r\n',1 , 0.05 ,
0.125 , 0.325 , 0.5);
fprintf(fileID,'FRAREA, %1.0f, %1.2f, %1.2f, %1.2f, %1.2f \r\n',1 , 0.25 ,
0.25 , 0.25 , 0.25);
fprintf(fileID,'INJTEMP, %2.1f \r\n',DesignInjecTemp);
fprintf(fileID,'WATERLOSS, %1.2f \r\n',0.02);
fprintf(fileID,'FPUMP, %1.2f \r\n',0.8);
fprintf(fileID,'TEMPDROP, %2.0f \r\n',15);
fprintf(fileID,'FLOW, %2.1f \r\n',WellFlowRate);
fprintf(fileID,'IMPEDANCE, %1.2f \r\n',1.57);
fprintf(fileID,'INJDIAM, %1.1f \r\n',7);
fprintf(fileID,'PRODDIAM, %1.1f \r\n',7);
fprintf(fileID,'FCAP, %1.4f \r\n',CapacityFactor);
fprintf(fileID,'FAFDC, %1.2f \r\n',0.09);
fprintf(fileID,'LIFETIME, %2.0f \r\n',LifetimePlant);
fprintf(fileID,'FCR, %1.2f \r\n',FACR);
fprintf(fileID,'LLC, %1.1f, %1.2f, %1.2f, %1.2f, %1.3f, %1.0f, %1.1f, %1.2f
\r\n',0.5 , 0.11 , 0.15 , 0.04 , 0.36, 0, 0.1, 0.02);
fprintf(fileID,'VCCAPW, %1.0f , FCCAPW, %1.3f \r\n',0,0);%1);
%Drilling
Cost (M$)
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fprintf(fileID,'VCCAPS, %3.1f , FCCAPS, %1.2f \r\n',0,0);%1,1);
%Stimulation Cost (M$)
fprintf(fileID,'VCCAPP, %2.1f , FCCAPP, %1.2f
\r\n',(InvestmentCostMITEGS/10^6),1); %Surface Plant Cost (M$)
fprintf(fileID,'VCCAPD, %1.0f , FCCAPD, %1.2f \r\n',0,1);
%Distribution
Cost (M$)
fprintf(fileID,'VCCAPE, %1.0f , FCCAPE, %1.2f \r\n',0,0);
%Exploration Cost
(M$) (Is set at 0!)
fprintf(fileID,'VCOAME, %1.0f , FCOAME, %1.2f \r\n',0,1);
%Wellfield
Maintenenace Cost (M$/yr)
fprintf(fileID,'VCOAMP, %2.1f , FCOAMP, %1.2f \r\n',OperatingCostMITEGS,1);
%Surface Plant Maintenance Cost (M$/yr)
fprintf(fileID,'VCOAMA, %1.0f , FCOAMA, %1.2f \r\n',0,1);
%Water Cost
(M$/yr)
fprintf(fileID,'TVCOAM, %1.0f \r\n',0); %Total yearly O&M Cost (M$/yr)
fprintf(fileID,'DDTH, %1.3f \r\n',0);
fprintf(fileID,'TSURF, %2.0f , TENV, %2.0f \r\n',15,25);
fprintf(fileID,'ROCKPROP, %4.1f , %4.1f, %1.1f \r\n',1050,2700,3);
fprintf(fileID,'RAMEY, %1.0f \r\n',Ramey);
fprintf(fileID,'NEWCOSTS, %1.0f \r\n',Newcosts);
fprintf(fileID,'POWEROPTION, %1.0f \r\n',Poweroption);
fprintf(fileID,'ELECPRICE, %1.3f \r\n',elprice);
fprintf(fileID,'PRINTOUTPUT, %1.0f \r\n',Printoutput);
fprintf(fileID,'ECONMODEL, %1.0f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'CHPFRACTION, %1.3f \r\n',0.001);
fprintf(fileID,'ETAUALPHA, %3.1f \r\n',40);
fprintf(fileID,'ETAUBETA, %3.1f \r\n',400);
fprintf(fileID,'TCONDENSER, %3.1f \r\n',50);
fprintf(fileID,'TENTBOTTOM, %3.1f \r\n',100);
fprintf(fileID,'PTYPE, %2.1f \r\n',1);
fprintf(fileID,'OPT, %1.0f \r\n',0);
fclose(fileID);
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